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ABSTRACT

This master thesis takes its basis in the
open competition of a new museum of
photography situated on the developing
waterfront of the Bjørvika harbour in Oslo.
To be more specific the southern point of
Bjørvika called Sukkerbiten.
It is evident the social interaction has a
positive influence on the physical and psychological health. Therefore, the museum
development must attract a wide array of
visitors.
The rural area beacons with cultural landmarks, such as the Edward Munch Museum and the Oslo Opera. The addition of
the photographic museum must then finalize the cultural development on the Bjørvika district, and in harmonious relation to
the existing structures develop a gathering
point of multiple generations in formal
and informal processes.

multiple user groups. The purpose of the
museum is to expose the users to the socially relevant subjects, be it war, racism,
sustainability, body positivity, etc., and allow the users to gather an opinion on the
sorts, thus creating room for debate and
discussion. This becomes the fundamental purpose of “Debatten - Fotografihuset”
Conceptually, the museum of photography creates its monumentalism and recognisability through its wide reach and low
height in comparison to the pylon monumentalism present in the close context.
The museum then becomes a gathering
point at eye level, with human scale in
focus when designing the connectivity between interior and exterior spaces.

The museum becomes a transformation
of the traditional museum typology by
breaking the elitist perception of art while
establishing transparency to the city and
becoming an educational institution for
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READING GUIDE

The report contains illustrations and text
concerning the development of the House
of Photography, and the analyses prior to
this. The report is divided into 6 chapters,
respectively introduction, analysis, design strategies, design process, presentation, and recapitulation. The chapters are
further divided into sub-chapters, which
are identified below the headings of the
various subjects. The design strategies
chapter sums up the analysis and redefines multiple aspects of the analysis into
feasible strategies. The integrated design
process, hermeneutic learning approach
and design considerations will be investigated during the design process chapter.
The presentation chapter presents the
finalized design proposal through visualizations and diagrams. The recapitulation
chapter contains a conclusion on the problem statement and vision, while the reflection covers thoughts and considerations
to the finalized proposal.

The site of Sukkerbiten, Bjørvika, Oslo is rotated 20 degrees northwest, and the plan
sections shown in the report will be presented with true north rotated 20 degrees.
Enclosed to the report is a drawing folder
of a masterplan in 1:1000, plan drawings in
1:200, elevation drawings in 1:200, section
drawings in 1:200, and detail drawings in
1:20.
The references through the report are
made with the Harvard reference method,
and the literature list will be present after
the recapitulation chapter. The references
which are placed last in the sentence are
validating for the sentence while reference
placed last in the paragraph are validating
for the whole paragraph. Illustrations are
numbered in the order they appear in the
report e.g, Ill. 12. Name of the illustration.
The illustration list is placed in the recapitulation chapter.
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MOTIVATION

The motivation for choosing this topic of
an exhibition center, comes from personal
interest in developing cultural landmarks
and challenging the prejudice of exhibition
centers being for the elite.
The goal is to design a cultural, publicly
accessible building which alters the perception of museum elitism. We wish to
investigate whether the physical environment and potential of a cultural building
can become a significant part of the development of social ties and relationships,
especially with a focus on user groups
who don’t usually generate ties. We aim to
challenge ourselves and thereby attempt
to use our accumulated knowledge and
skills gained from education, to design a
physical environment that supports the given function of the cultural building, while
also supporting the development of the
city and social relationships through architecture and urban developments. We wish
to design from sustainable principles, with
focus on environmental, and social sustainability while also exploring the possibilities of expanding the building’s time of
use beyond the initial intended purpose.
Our motivation was met with the design
brief of an open architectural competition
which revolved around the establishment
of the House of Photography.

It becomes a modern approach to exhibition design with its architecture, urban
development, restaurant and workshop
offers supporting the development of the
new Oslo Fjordby. The House of Photography also serves to complete the cultural cluster together with the Opera and
the Edward Munch museum.
It aims to bring international photographers to Norway and showcase Norwegian
and Nordic photographers and their work
to an international audience. The exhibition center will act as an arena for education
and enlightenment, rather than as a traditional museum.

Problem
How can we develop a building for House
of Photography where they can host exhibitions and facilitate social possibilities for
Oslo’s residents? The municipality emphasizes that the location must assist in developing a good city in relation to their visions
of the harbour front renewal in Oslo, and
they require that the urban areas and the
transparency of the facades must support
this claim. The building must further support and facilitate possibilities of education, entertainment, and enlightenment,
while being flexible in its future usage and
possibilities through plan altercations.
Architecture

Culture

Exhibition

House of Photography
Sustainability

Users

Urban development

Social Interaction

Education
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents a proposal for the
completed international competition of
developing a new House of Photography
for the company “Fotografihuset” in Oslo,
Norway. Despite the competition being
concluded, the construction has not begun
on site, due to Covid-19 and negotiations
delaying the process. The site is located at
a peninsula named “Sukkerbiten” which
is an extension of the existing Bjørvika district. The designated area is sectioned
into different land registration numbers,
where the primary House of Photography is to be located at A11, with recreational urban development in A11 and A36b.
A36a,c,d are intended to become coastal
protection areas intertwining with urban
development and creating opportunity for
stay. The land register A10 hosts a secondary exhibition building with light food,
and a clear reference to the city beach to
be implemented at A21.

Ill. 3

Ill. 4

Ill. 5
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Ill. 6
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METHODOLOGY

The overall theoretical standpoint in the
development of this project has been the
integrated design process. A topic practiced especially at the academic environment of Aalborg University, where the
working method revolves around the hermeneutic approach to learning theory.

Various sorts of analyses will be done, and
each method creates different outputs necessary for the design process.
▫

Site analysis
Predominantly phenomenologically
structured to capture the character of
the site and mapping materials, investigating grid lines and the natural framing potential the building can have.
Currently the situation with Covid-19
makes it harder to visit the site, which is
located in Oslo, Norway. Therefore, the
predominant structure of this project
will be performing cartographic site
analysis. Here among, infrastructure,
function mapping, material mapping,
city development plans and climatic
conditions.

▫

Theoretical analysis
Some topics are not specifically related to the site or the building. However,
to create architecture which can have
a sociocultural impact, some theories
will be investigated in order to create a
basis of the development. Topics to investigate include the relation between
social interaction and health, and the
atmosphere of various materials and
settings.

▫

Engineering analysis
Architecture is the construct of harmonious relations between the aesthetical, the constructive and the technical
subjects. The engineering subjects
must be analyzed for their potential in
improving the architecture as a whole.
Topics to investigate consists of construction principles, the environmen-

The integrated design process is divided into five sections: problem, analysis,
sketching, synthesis, and presentation
(Knudstrup, 2004). And the hermeneutic
approach ensures that the working method is going back and forth between the
various phases based on the new knowledge acquired from a certain task.

Problem
This phase indicates the requirement of
a certain problem, the reason the project
began and indicates a goal. In this case,
the problem at hand will be to design the
new House of Photography based on their
visions, our analysis and theoretical knowledge of how to implement technical-, constructional- and aesthetical assets to create wholesome and holistic architecture for
the client.

Analysis
To create a basic framework and to direct
the design process, certain analysis will
be done, in order of compiling adequate
information to instigate a qualified design
direction. It is often beneficial to analyze
subjects which contribute to the understanding of the character of the site, the
user, construction principles, sustainable
potential of the building and the impact
the building could have on sociocultural
aspects.
12
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tal impact, modular architecture, energy consumption, indoor climate and
DGNB.
▫

▫

User analysis
Designing architecture specifically to a
client requires the involvement of said
client into the design process. Furthermore, when designing a public accessible building as the case is with House
of Photography, it also requires knowledge of the everyday working staff, the
visitors of the exhibition center and the
photographers. To attain the knowledge, a combination of quantitative and
qualitative academic literature and interviews will be made. The users, the
non-users, the photographers, and the
client are investigated as subjects.
Inspirational analysis
Inspiration will be used to examine
existing, different, and solid solutions
to problems comparative with this
project. This gives an idea of a design
direction before the design process
necessarily begins. Casestudies of buildings with either similar purpose, certain constructive principles, aesthetic
composition, legibility, or functionality
will be examined and evaluated into
design assets for this project.

The analyses will be developed throughout the project and are made to assist the
design process while sketching. Thereby
applying the hermeneutic approach where
some sketches require additional analysis
to be done before being valid.

?

Problem

Analysis

Sketching

Synthesis

Presentation
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Sketching

Synthesis

The design process is compiled of various
sketching methodologies. The initial design process consists of volume studies
to quickly investigate size, shape, orientation, volume/surface ratio, and spatial
creation. Primarily the method of analogue sketching will be utilized at the initial phases of concept development and
spatial layout, and digital sketching will be
the main method at a detailing level. The
academic internship provided in the 3rd
semester of the master has taught us, as a
group, various things of how the practical
environment differs from the academic environment. There was a large focus on qualifying the sketching proposals with DGNB
criteria while sketching, along with possible validation checks from the building
constructors and engineers. However, our
academic background enables us to also
be able to incorporate these engineering
aspects when validating the design proposals. Through the evaluation of the various design proposals, a consistently stronger concept and solution comes to show,
with well argued solutions, compositions,
and narratives. The design proposal must
investigate multiple aspects at once to
create holistic and integrated design.

The ability to synthesize the various proposals is a strength of the integrated design
method. Through computer simulations
and design criteria and analysis, a design
proposal will be evaluated as a proper solution or requiring additional work. This
project includes the tool BE18 to verify the
energy conditions of the design proposal,
as well as include hand calculations of
certain critical conditions regarding indoor climate, and Velux Daylight Visualizer to
indicate the amount of daylight in specific
exhibition areas and office environments.

Ill. 8
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Presentation
The results of the previous phases and
aspects are communicated through text
and illustrations in a report, the annex, and
a drawing folder. The project will be conveyed and presented at an oral exam, with
a building model 1:200, a context model
1:1000 and posters to recapitulate the important aspects of the project. To present
the process, working sketches and models
will be utilized in communication principles and design thoughts. The material for
the presentation phase will be developed
in following programs:
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Autodesk AutoCAD
Autodesk Revit
Enscape for Revit
Vray for Revit
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign

THE HOUSE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Our society has integrated photos into
everyday life for instance, at work, social
events, and home. Photographs have a
strong communicative strength, extraordinary artistic expressions and are strong
journalistic weapons. With mobile phones,
and social media, the use of photographs
has increased extremely. People worldwide take more than one billion photographs every year and everyday hundreds
of millions of photographs are uploaded
on various social media platforms. Therefore, you can say that photographs act as
a social glue and a fantastic artistic means
of expression.
Photographs have a unique power to touch
and evoke emotions and unfortunately,
they can be used for propaganda and fake
news. Therefore, it is a battle zone where
aesthetic and ethical attitudes are formed
and challenged. In recent years the popularity of exhibition of photographs have
increased for instance at photography museums in New York, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin, and Stockholm. The new photography
house in Oslo will be an addition to the
internationally known museums (Fotografihuset, n.d.).
The House of Photography desires to be
an organization that makes exhibitions
with Norwegian and international photographers and they pursue to reach a wide
audience. The organization supports and
presents photographers to the audience
to promote the importance of photographs. The museum will present and discuss
photography as a social phenomenon and
artistic expression. The house of photography has the following vision for the new

museum.
▫ To create high-quality audience and
learning experiences in temporary premises until the permanent premises
are established.
▫ To cultivate strong and productive relationships with the political environment, the business community, the
local community, and the photo community, in Norway and internationally.
▫ To develop public, private, and own
sources of income, and to act financially and administratively responsible.
▫ To contribute to an ethical and economically sustainable development of
the cultural city of Oslo (Fotografihuset, n.d.) .

Ill. 9 Credit: Fotografihuset

Ill. 10 Credit: Fotografihuset
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THE PHOTOGRAPH

Photographs and paintings are two mediums of projecting reality into a visual frame. They can show the same motive, and
they can have the same color schemes, but
they will be very different in their portrayal.
The photograph is a realistic portrayal of
the motive, whereas the painting can have
a larger degree of artistic freedom (Yeung,
2013). The largest difference between the
painter and the photographer is that the
painter composes the painting from an
empty canvas with his own visuals and
agendas, where the photographer organizes and puts structure into the photograph
through framing and selective processes
when capturing reality, which is his filled
canvas (Shore, 2011).
The photograph will remain a perfect visual representation of a given event, but
the agenda behind the photograph can be
determined prehand with the framing. The
purpose of introducing a house of photography can further be by educating the
public into establishing a critical mindset
to what is displayed in the media. This is
done through the education of manipulation with workshops and possibly exhibition thematic. In terms of manipulating
settings to induce critical mindsets, French
photographer Noemie Goudal often implements two dimensional elements such
as cardboard into her three-dimensional
spaces. She mentions that when a photograph is printed, everything becomes
two dimensional, and this introduces the
visual representation of a non-existing
space, which becomes an artistic degree
of freedom that can warp the perception
of reality within the space (Goudal, 2016).
This inducement of critical thinking enab16
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les the House of Photography to become
a pivotal socio-cultural landmark in the
education of public critical mindset. The
photograph can illuminate the detail that
human perception cannot. Andreas Gursky has spent the majority of his career
exploring the utilization of multiple photographs edited into one photograph, to
increase the detail level and let the photograph be the perfect representation of the
reality not even human eyes can perceive.
When perceiving a photography, one will
most likely notice those small details and
mistakes, which are hidden when looking
at the actual thing in reality (Gursky, 2018).
Photographs can tell stories and move us
to compassion and to open our eyes to
the world that surrounds us. According to
the Pulitzer-prize winning photojournalist
Renée Byer photojournalism has the power to inform, educate and bring understanding to issues. Our world is a fast-paced
world where the emphasis is on immediacy therefore a photograph can stop time
and make the viewer think, react, and feel
(TEDx Talks, 2010). The photograph can
transport us to worlds we have never experienced before. It has the ability to educate
us without directly having to experience
lessons for instance about loss, leadership,
war, conflict, and love. You can therefore
say that the photograph challenges us and
makes us go beyond the surface and our
perspectives (Peterson, 2017). Around the
world there are several prizes and awards
for photojournalism where photographs
are praised and honored for their messages they spread. The power of photography is tremendous and often plays a large
role to display messages.

Previously the photograph was a media
mainly produced by photographers for
exhibitions, and people who wanted to
experience it, actively went to an exhibition. Modern times have cell phones and social media where pictures are being shared
constantly, thereby no longer requiring an
active approach. The modern times reflect
that the quality of the pictures have faded
in order for quantity to rise. The House of
Photography must redeem this aspect and
once again make photographs exquisite
pieces of artwork, worthy of exhibition.
The Covid-19 Pandemic unfortunately forced a lockdown which canceled or postponed many events and exhibitions. But as
the lockdown continued many organizations and museums tried to challenge the
norm of exhibitions. They reviewed their
events to offer digital and online possibilities. For instance, some museums have

had virtual or outdoor exhibitions or lectures on an online platform. A local example
is PixlArt who travelled around Northern
Jutland and created exhibitions for people at nursing homes. The exhibitions were
placed outdoors, and the residents could
see it from their rooms and common areas.
The online events have an economical benefit and the host can save up to 95% of
their expenses. Also, since the market is
changing, a wider audience is approached.
People who could not make it before due
to transport or work, can now attend virtually. And at the same time, we must be
careful to not lose the human connection
and what the physical experiences offer us.
But it is inarguable that we will see a change in our behavior and society because of
the social distancing. Therefore, it is the architects and designers’ job to avoid flows
in museums that cause bottle necking and
close human contact (Lincoln, 2020).

Ill. 12 Credit: Andreas Gursky

Ill. 11 Credit: Noemie Goudal

Ill. 13 Credit: PixlArt
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NORDIC ARCHITECTURE

Nordic architecture as an architectural style was not invented before the 20th century. Prior to this rise, the architecture within
the nordic countries was a mix and match
of various architectural styles from around
the world. The style arose around the 20th
century change, where architects of the
north refused to implement the existing
architectural styles, and settled on developing a new image with the new technological advancements (Reuben, 2019).
Nordic architecture is functional and attractive buildings in a minimalistic style. The
architectural style cherishes solutions that
optimize and create good living spaces, for
instance, maximizing the natural light and
heat during long winters in the far northern
countries. In general, the buildings are
made of wood, stone, and brick with an
emphasis on local materials and skills.
The architecture in Norway is similar to
the architecture in Sweden, Finland and
Denmark, but in Norway, wood is one of
the primary building materials and defines
the identity of the Norwegian architecture. The architectural company Snøhetta
raised Norway’s architectural profile with
many extravagant buildings but one of the
most popular designs is the Opera House
in Oslo where they designed the entire interior with wood and glass. Snøhetta implemented this concept in other projects,
such as Vennesla Library and Cultural Centre in 2011 (Reuben, 2019).
Nordic architecture is implementing elements which address the surrounding
nature. Nordic architecture is about integrating natural materials, natural light,
neutral colors in a minimalistic and simple
18
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design. Often the building design has large windows to allow as much natural light
as possible into the building. Construction
made of wooden elements are often utilized to adapt to the environment. The interior of the Nordic architecture emanates a
warm atmosphere in terms of using warm
materials such as wood or warm colors,
trying to avoid concrete and cold colors.
The purpose of the latter is to construct a
contrast to the long and cold winters in the
Scandinavian countries. The interior of the
Nordic homes are simple, clutter-free, and
as natural and warm textiles as possible
(Hanson, 2019).
According to Tanja Rytkönen, it is possible to describe Nordic architecture in five
points, integration with nature, simplicity
in design, utilization of natural light, creative use of natural materials and functionality and comfort. The natural material and
the nature is a big part of the Scandinavian
life and is close by in urban surroundings.
When describing Scandinavian architecture it is about designing a simple building
with clean lines, basic shapes, solid and
natural colors with clean details and no
unnecessary “decoration”. She also describes modern timber technology in five
points, visual freedom, flexibility of design,
high technical quality, quick construction,
and healthy and safe buildings (Rytkönen,
2017).

Ill. 14 Credit: N+P Arkitektur

Ill. 16

Ill. 15 Credit: Rasmus Hjortshøj

Ill. 18

Ill. 17

Ill. 19
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SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is defined by maintaining
the balance of the world’s resources between the consumption and the production
of raw materials. The general consensus of
sustainability is that it is built up by three
fundamental pillars such as economic development, social development, and environmental protection. If any of the three
pillars are weak within a development, the
entire sustainable structure decays (Mason, 2021).
Economic sustainable developments can
be classified into micro and macro scale.
Micro scale revolves around circular economy, cradle to cradle and performing Life
Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis of the concept, in
order to investigate which solution is the
most beneficial over a period of time. The
LCC analysis also relates itself majorly to
the environmental assets through considerations of maintenance. In this project
micro scale economic sustainability can be
seen through the extensive research into
flexible plans to ensure the reusage of the
building in case the House of Photography
cannot sustain themselves, and Hav Eiendomme wishes to sell the building. Macro
scale economic sustainability revolves
around ensuring the proper salaries are
paid to the workers harvesting, producing,
and transporting material to the building
site and the project. Certain certification
tools assist in identifying economic, social,
and environmentally sustainable production facilities. Some of these certification
tools could be FSC or Fairtrade.
Social sustainability can be hard to define since it relates itself to cultural events
and the generation of social ties, avoiding
20
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singled out communities and in general
considers the living conditions of societies. Recent years involve much research
into the topic of social sustainability, and
one such researcher is Marie Stender, who
visited Aalborg University and held a lecture during 2020. She visualized a 12 criteria
diagram which ensures that the designer
considers social sustainability in the development of a concept. The 12 criteria
are divided into three topics of Social cohesion, participation and opportunities for
everyone which will be explained further
in the report. In conclusion, social sustainability cherishes the safety, generation of
social ties and living qualities for the users
within a given physical environment (Stender, 2020).
The environmental protection topic revolves around preserving the resources
the Earth contains. A large global issue is
the emission of carbon dioxide and similar ozone degradable toxins, which will be
further described later within the report. A
large portion of the emission comes from
energy production and the building industry. Globally coal and oil are the materials used in 45% of the energy produced,
with renewable resources covering 36%
(IEA, 2020). The increased focus on indoor
climate and energy consumption within
the individual buildings aided in reducing
the overall emission produced per house, especially within operation. The large improvement in operational emission
however, showed that the material usage
becomes the main emitter within a house
(Hellwig, 2020). This project therefore, will
focus on material emission and consumption with considerations to circular usage

and end-of-life stages through extensive
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) analysis and
verifications.

DGNB as a sustainable verification
To investigate the sustainable quality of a
project, a certain certification tool will be
utilized. DGNB consists of six categories,
which in cohesion develops the potential
for a sustainable building proposal, process, environmental, economic, social,
technical and site qualities. Each of the
categories contains various subcategories,
concerns and questions which provides
weighted points if documented. Environmental, economic, and social have a higher weight than technical, process, and

site qualities. In Denmark the minimum requirement of public builds is to achieve the
Silver DGNB certificate, which means an
overall score of 50% with a minimum 35%
score in the main four categories. This will
also be the basic requirement of this project, with an aim of achieving a potential
Gold certificate with overall 65% and 50%
in main four criteria or Platinum certificate with overall 80% and 65% in main four
criteria.
Futhermore, The DGNB verification has
been in expanded in 2020 with a heart certification. The new addition focusses on
the indoor climate and user control. The
certification is also divided into three silver, gold and platinum (DGNB, 2021).

SUSTAINABILITY

Ill. 21
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ANALYSIS
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THE CITY OF OSLO
1.1 SITE ANALYSIS
Oslo is the capital of Norway and the biggest city with approximately 1,000,000
inhabitants. The city is a cosmopolitan
focal point of outstanding architecture,
museums, restaurants, and shopping. The
opera house, the Munch museum, and the
Bjørvika district, which are marked on the
diagram below, are excellent landmarks
either by the buildings or the urban space
and they tend to uplift the quality of the
city. The development of Oslo and the cultural buildings indicates that the council
of Oslo has a desire to invest in the social
settings and the cultural life.
Oslo is a cultural destination with operas,
ballet concerts, theaters, choirs, and festivals. The aim is to have an active cultural life
throughout the year but especially during
summer the cultural life is easily spotted in
the city for instance, live outdoor concerts
are very common. Reports from 2019 show

that the inhabitants and tourists use the
cultural possibilities frequently for instance approximately 2.2 million have been
visiting the theaters and operas in Norway
and the Norweigan museums have had
around 10.4 million visitors throughout
the year (Statistisk sentralbyrå, 2020). Also,
the public library Deichman Bjørvika has 2
million visitors where the Dokk1 in Aarhus
has around 1,35 million visitors annually
(Jyllands-Posten, 2018).
The House of Photography aims to have
around 250,000 visitors annually therefore
they indicate they will become a popular
destination. In recent years the architectural development has risen and throughout the years Oslo has become a very attractive destination for tourists. Therefore,
it is essential to focus on how the new building can adapt to a culturally rich area and
become an attraction (Visit Oslo, 2021).

Ill. 22
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THE NEW FJORD CITY
1.1 SITE ANALYSIS
The Fjord city programme is an urban project which concerns the renewal of the waterfront of Oslo. The harbour is nearly 10
kilometers long and it will become one of
the world’s longest walkways. Previously
the harbour was dominated by industry,
shipyards, ports and highways but in 2008
the city council determined to transform
the area to museums, art venues, offices,
apartments, shopping, restaurants and recreational areas that will both benefit visitors and residents. The new area will give
exceptional views of the fjord and flourish
with public activities for instance, swimming and fishing areas. The transformation is in progress and is hoped to be one of
Oslo’s most beloved features (Nordregio,
2018).
The local plan defines criteria and certain
directions to a given site. This plan is designed to fulfill the overall demands and

expectations for the municipal plan, which
ensures that the individual sites and their
buildings feel united in improving the development of the city. The following points
are an extract of the local plan for Sukkerbiten (Oslo kommune, 2014).
▫

▫
▫
▫
▫

Materials used in the project must
have long life cycles, and have the possibility of getting reused, and should
furthermore not have negative influence on the indoor environment.
The exterior and interior surfaces must
be low resource intensive to maintain.
The building area must not exceed
3.700 m² on A11 and 1.000 m² on A10.
50% of the roofs must be covered in
greenery.
40% of A10 must stay untouched and
unbuilt.

Ill. 23
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ACCESS TO THE SITE
1.1 SITE ANALYSIS
The project sites do not have dense traffic
therefore the following analysis will focus
on how to access the site since it is relevant
to determine how and from which direction people arrive at the project site. The
compactness of the central district makes
it easy to explore the city on foot and the
effectiveness of the public transport gives
the opportunity to explore the city without
a car (visitnorway, n.d.). The site of Sukkerbiten is located strategically with a clear
view from the ferry and flight, which indicates that the House of Photography must
relate itself with an open and inspirational
facade with urban development towards
the south. Looking upon Sukkerbiten and
the entrance towards the site is it accessible by walking or bicycle from the south
and east side on A11, where it is possible to
enter A10 from north, east, and the Opera
house. The absence of the hard traffic from
the cars eases the atmosphere and allows

for the creation of urban development
with focus on developing social relations
and established transparency within the
building concept.

Sub-conclusion
The analysis shows that the site is only
approached by vulnerable road users therefore the design proposal must focus on
accessibility for pedestrians and bikers.
However, the competition demands accessibility for stock delivery therefore during the design process a solution must
be compiled in order to diminish inconveniences for pedestrians and bikers. The
placement of the site obligates to focus
upon the connection between the site and
the Opera house, the Munch museum and
the Sørenga area. The museum must have
an architectural visual impact towards the
south to act as a point of interest for the
tourist arriving by ferry and by flight.

Ill. 24
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VOLUME STUDIES
1.1 SITE ANALYSIS
From a cartographic approach, it becomes
evident that the surrounding close context to Sukkerbiten, Oslo consists of tall
buildings. The Oslo Opera, the Edward
Munch Museum, and the Deichman library are within the range of 40 to 60 meters.
The remaining context consistently represents buildings of at least 20 meters with
a high urban density. The effect of walking
between the relatively narrow streets, surrounded by massive volumes induce fast
pacing, quickly transforming the streets
into transit areas with few possibilities to
stop and breathe.
The buildings in the closest proximity to
the designated site are the Oslo opera and
the Edward munch museum. Both the
mentioned buildings have heights above
40 meters and are of large areas. These

buildings have the significantly largest influence on the development of the house of photography. Furthermore, they are
buildings that create their monumentalism and recognizability through their pattern-breaking architecture, which enables
them to become unique buildings in the
city.

Sub-conclusion
With the close proximity consisting of buildings with large heights, the streets emanate transit and movement. The site has
the potential of developing its character
as a destination by hosting buildings that
break the structure of the close proximity.
The structure can be broken by developing
a building with low height to relate itself at
eye-level to the visitors.

0-10 m
11-20 m
21-30 m
31-40 m
41+ m
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MATERIAL MAPPING
1.1 SITE ANALYSIS
Throughout the past 10 years Oslo new
fjord city has been under development
and especially the Sørenga area at Bjørvika
have been transformed from an industrial area to a residential area. The aim is to
establish a relationship between the new
buildings and therefore, some materials
are often used. The majority of the building
facades are made of bricks or formwork of
bricks and to ensure the individual identity
of the buildings, various colors have been
used. The cultural buildings have the similar materials for instance metal and glass
facades but still they ensure to create their
individual identity and character. For the
urban areas mainly corten steel have been
used for vegetation and hard surface materials of concrete or gravel in the traveling
areas.
In other parts of Bjørvika the character is
different since there are a large amount of
baroque buildings, which constrasts the
new development.

Sub-conclusion
The majority of the buildings in the Bjørvika area are made of brick, formwork of
brick and metal with glass panels, but even
though the buildings may have common
material they intend to create their own
character. Especially the cultural buildings
aim to create an identity by their looks and
choice of material. And while some may
be a direct contrast to the residential area,
the buildings are still capable of fitting into
the area. This shows that during the design
process the context does not create any
barriers in form of the choice of materials
instead there might be some environmental issues which will be analyzed later in
the report. The context contains several
landmarks therefore it may be necessary
to create a cultural building that individualizes itself by the choice of materials.
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THE URBAN AREAS
1.1 SITE ANALYSIS
Oslo is a city with unique possibilities of
both rich cultural and nature life which is
also why the city was handed the title of
European green capital of 2019. Sustainability and greenery have become a major
focus point of the country and especially
Oslo. The city has throughout the years
transformed into a capital that focuses on
green development.
The green development of the city is easily spotted by the activities for both citizens as well as tourists. The harbour front
which used to be dominated by railways,
highways and containers is now going through a large transformation, which is also
explained on page 24, and therefore focusing upon taking the citizens and tourists’
needs into consideration. The harbour
front and the fjord are frequently used, and
it is not abnormal to spot people starting
the day with a swim in the Norwegian fjord
and warm sauna before work. The harbour
front is used both in winter and summer
time therefore the lack of functions and
urban developments is evident. Therefore, the municipality established temporary
bathing areas which have been overflowed
during summers by the citizens.
There is an old Norwegian saying that nature is the best form of medicine therefore
it is extremely unfortunate that the city of
Oslo lacks urban areas. Close to the central
district there are the garden of the Royal
Palace, Botanical garden and Ekebergparken sculpture park but the parks are 25-30
min away by foot from Sukkerbiten. The
gardens are frequently used throughout
the year but especially during summer by
both citizens and tourists. But it is clear
there are approximately 2 km to nearby
parks from the project site (Visit Norway,
n.d.).
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Sub-conclusion
The lack of urban areas and swimming
possibilities makes it clear that the project
must focus upon the development of the
harbour front at the project site. As mentioned previously in the report the project
site contains both A10 and A11. These areas have different functions since A10 will
relate more to the beach area that connects the Opera house and A11 while the
urban area at A11 will be more influenced
by the photography museum. But it is very
important that both urban areas at the site
are inviting to visitors and non-visitors of
the museum. The overflow of people of
the temporary urban areas at the harbour
front clearly indicates the high interest of
the citizens and tourists.

The Royal Palace garden
2.2 km (30 min)

Botanical garden
1.9 km away (25 min)

Ill. 37
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Ekebergparken sculpture park
2.1 km away (30 min)
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CLIMATE CHANGES
1.1 SITE ANALYSIS
The world is changing, and it has been since the industrialization, and with the continuous growth within the industrial sector, the world is changing faster than ever.
Norway is no exception within this global
climate threat and multiple aspects have
been changing since the industrial era began. The UN’s Climate Panel estimates that
human activity has led to a global temperature increase of approximately 1 degree
Celsius compared to the pre-industrial era.
And within the last 10 years, Norway specifically has experienced (Miljøstatus for
Norge, 2020):
▫ There has been a steady increase in
temperature.
▫ The seasonal rain- and snow patterns
have changed.
▫ Melted snow and ice has affected the
acidity of the water and the access to
water in multiple places.
▫ Permafrost has gained a slight tint.
▫ The ocean has become warmer, the
sea level has risen, and the water has
become more acidic.
▫ Periods of extreme weather conditions
have been more frequent and more
extreme when present, this tendency
is visible from 1950.

According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). There
are six possible scenarios of different increments in the sea level, and they have substantial variations. The six scenarios vary
in their extremity but the UN and NOAA
alike estimates that the most likely scenario would be an increase of approximately
1 meter, which would be the intermediate
scenario (appendix 1), in the year of 2100, if
little is done to alter this pathway (Lindsey,
2021). This is illustrated on the following
through diagrams.

Sub-conclusion
The site located at Sukkerbiten, Oslo, is at
risk of succumbing to the sea water increase, which means that the pier design must
consider the future climatic conditions and
their consequences within its usage and
layout. It should in theory be designed to
last 80 years or until dismantlement. Also,
the building itself should be slightly raised
on a platform to become planar with the
new pier established on the northern section of the site, which is at elevation number
1.870 m above sea level.
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Section AA
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Section CC
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SOCIAL INTERACTION AND THE INFLUENCE ON HEALTH
1.2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Various scientific studies show evidence
that social relationship involvement has a
positive influence on health. A strong evidence comes from prospective mortality
studies performed across industrialized
countries. The studies consistently indicate that individual people with the lowest
involvement in social relationships are
more likely to become stressed, depressed
or even die, than individuals with high involvement in social relationships (Umberson, D. and Montez, J., 2010). Furthermore,
Swedish studies indicate a relation between culturally active people and longer
lifespans, thereby stating that people who
actively participate in museum exhibitions
and other cultural gatherings live longer
than people who do not. A similar tendency is seen in increased social activity and
higher levels of education (Umberson, D.
and Montez, J., 2010; Bygren, Konlaan and
Johansson, 1996). The studies performed
by Umberson and Montez also suggest
that there is a clear connection between
health and social relationships, and that
this connection can be explained through
three subjects:
▫ Behavioral attitude
▫ Psychosocial conditions
▫ Physiological conditions

Behavioral
Health behavior is defined through the active decisions a human makes regarding
nutrition, exercise and social relations. Social relations are affective by architecture
and the physical environment, and the ties
generated can beneficially affect the nutritional and exercising potential of an individual. And in a way, the social ties are the
developing factors of social norms, which
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then are the determinants of how society
perceives positive or negative behavioral
attitudes (Umberson, D. and Montez, J.,
2010).
Studies suggest that architecture may affect the behavioral attitude of people in
urban spaces (Mahmoud, 2018). It is important that urban areas are designed with
personal space in mind, as to allow the
individual person to drop their guard and
perceive the settings. Mahmoud mentions
that it is possible to force people to behave in a certain manner within a setting, but
without creating the space for the individual, it will have no positive effect on the
psychosocial condition of the individual.
Also, material choices enable a person to
identify the setting and make it relatable to
existing perceptions, thereby cognitively
directing an individual’s behavior (Hellwig,
2020). For example, concrete might induce the existing perception of factories or
abandoned buildings, which might cognitively direct the individual into a slight careless attitude, whereas marble or natural
materials might direct the individual into a
careful and respectful attitude (Mahmoud,
2018).

Psychosocial
Research suggests that there are possible
psychosocial mechanisms which explain
how social ties are beneficial to health.
Some mechanisms are social support,
personal control and mental health. And
to identify how architecture can play a pivotal role in creating the physical environment for festering these mechanisms, it’s
important to understand the three mentioned. Social support is the reduction of
the impact of stress through the utilization

of established emotional supportive relationships. Personal control is affected by
social ties through the aspect of symbiotic increase in health behavioral habits.
Mental health is an important mechanism
which works in cohesion with the other
mechanisms to create physical health. For
example, the emotional support provided
by the social relationships improves the
psychological condition, which in turn,
might be a crucial aspect to avoid unhealthy behavioral tendencies (Umberson,
D. and Montez, J., 2010). The nourishment
for a sane mental health arises in the social
ties and informal as well as formal connections made with various people. Architecture with a focus on social interaction and
creating the possibilities of informal greetings might be the birth of new social ties
between the visitors of the exhibition. This
could be done by creating the framework
of activities within the exhibition center,
which encourages social interaction between various genders, races, and ages.
This would make the House of Photography a crucial sociocultural gathering point
in Oslo.

Physiological
Social processes can influence the physiological processes which help explain
the connection of social relationships and
health, which has been researched thoroughly by sociologists, psychologists, and
epidemiologists. An example could be that
having social interactions with other people benefits the immune, endocrine and
the cardiovascular functions of the body
(Umberson, D. and Montez, J., 2010). It is
furthermore shown that social support for
adults’ assists in managing anticipated
and existing stressors more successfully.

Sub-conclusion
In conclusion, the relationship between
social interaction and health related conditions is visible, and it affects a multitude
of the psychological and physiological mechanisms of the body. Architecture, however, can create the frame of social interaction through programming and wayfinding,
which allows for formal and informal experiences, and improves the sociocultural
potential of the House of Photography.

Ill. 44
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THE EXHIBITION POTENTIAL
1.2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The purpose of a given exhibition is to
transform some of the aspects of the visitors’ interests, values, or attitudes. This
transformation happens in the moment
a visitor discovers a certain meaning in
the perceived art on display, and the meaning varies from person to person based
on their motivations and individual beliefs
(Ahmad, S, 2014). This perspective makes
the visitors’ interpretation of the perceived
artworks central to the exhibition designs’
success. Furthermore, is the difference in
interpretation the central subject of conversation between visitors, which can
encourage the establishment of new social ties. There might be as many various
interpretations of art as there are visitors,
but the overall exhibition thematic can
be classified under three general sections
(Ahmad, S, 2014).

Contemplation
The contemplation theme is mostly preferred by art museums, although not limited
to these, and aims at an aesthetic experience. It is indulged by displaying individual works of art, images, or artefacts, which
are intended to be appreciated as singular
works of art, individually unaffected by surrounding exhibitions. The exhibition method tends to revolve around a particular
theme, as to have an underlying connection between the various exhibitions. The
contrast between various exhibitions can
become a talking point and initiate discussions.
In this contemplation theme, the visitor
remains relatively inactive physically, although the intellect and emotions may be
fully engaged (Ahmad, S, 2014).
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Comprehension
Unlike the theme of contemplation, comprehension revolves around creating cohesive narratives through the association
between the various exhibitions rather
than the individual. This is often seen at
history and natural science museums, but
not limited to these. A single exhibition can
be divided into separate sections with varying narratives and themes. The purpose
of comprehension is to encourage visitors
to identify their own position based on
relating the individual pieces to the contextual narrative. Here the visitor is more
physically active than the contemplation
in order to move back and forth through
the items on display to understand the
context (Ahmad, S, 2014).

Interaction
Uniquely to the interaction theme is, that
it’s based on communication with external
means either through individual exploration or group based guided tours. It’s a very
individually involving method in which
staff, volunteers, or exhibitions acts as
hands-on education. Surveys represent,
that people are having largely positive feedback to having an informed guide to
communicate with. The person-to-person
interaction has potential to become the
most efficient educational method. Interaction based exploration covers aspects
of workshops, lectures, presentations, and
multimedia engagement, which has strong
potential to reach a broad array of visitors.
This particular method has been appreciated by children’s museums and science
centers, but within recent years also adopted in other fields (Ahmad, S, 2014).

Sub-conclusion
The architecture must support the construction of the three various exhibition
strategies.
This translates into the requirement of
room for contemplation, the possibility of
constellating narratives through comprehension and allowing for interactive learning through room for lectures and workshops for young and elderly people alike.
Furthermore, must the architecture create
physical environments where discussion
of the exhibition thematic are encouraged
and possible. This supports the claims of
the architecture being able of assisting in
creating social ties.

Ill. 45
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ATMOSPHERE
1.2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Through “Experiencing Architecture” Steen
Eiler Rasmussen covers multiple aspects
of constructing atmosphere and narrative
(Rasmussen, a, 1962). Rasmussen describes the primary role of the architect as
the theatrical producer through following
quote:
“The architect is a sort of theatrical producer, the man who plans the setting for our
lives. Innumerable circumstances are dependent on the way he arranges this setting for us. When his intentions succeed,
he is like the perfect host who provides
every comfort for his guests so that living
with him is a happy experience.” (Rasmussen, b, 1962, p 10)
Which strongly suggests that the architect
is the construct of physical environments
which fester the desired behavioral response by the visitors. The statement is as
relevant for larger cultural constructions as
it would be for a private home. Constructing the physical environment, becomes
a task of forming a narrative. The narrative of an art exhibition might utilize aspects of contemplation and comprehension
through the physical means of room size,
material tactility, colors, sounds, smells,
and lighting conditions. The activation
and stimulation of the human senses, through the spatial layout and challenging
the mind's perception to anticipate the
following physical environment becomes
fundamental aspects in establishing atmosphere. Exhibition design has certain requirements to create physical settings which
puts focus on the exhibition. These requirements tend to mellow the tactility, color,
and shapes of the physical elements in
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order to reduce the visual noise produced
by the static elements. Concise examples
of this will be investigated through case
studies later in the report. Atmosphere is
the psychological manifestation of spatial
composition and, the certain atmosphere
of a physical environment strongly influences how the space is perceived by a visitor. In this case, the House of Photography
could see increased amounts of re-visiting
guests if the atmosphere of the place is
convincing (Kulturministeriet, 2019). Light
contains a multitude of spatial properties.
The character of a room can vary drastically by the way the openings are shaped, sized, oriented, and placed. A window in the
corner will induce a very different atmosphere as compared to a window placed in
the middle of a room (Rasmussen, a, 1962).
It is important to note that quantity and
quality of light differs from one another.
“Two perpendicular planes are evenly illuminated from sources that can be controlled, the light can be so regulated that two
sides will look equally light. When this happens the edge of the corner can no longer
be observed by the eye, and even though
the stereoscopic character of your eye can
determine the corner, you will have lost an
essential means of seeing that there is a
corner.” (Rasmussen, c, 1962, p 189)
Through that quote it becomes evident
that solely increasing both sources of light
has no beneficial effect on the perception
of the corner, but by reducing one factor,
the shadow becomes the defining light
that emphasizes the corner and increases
the spatial legibility. Thereby also concluding, that good light doesn’t mean the

Sub-conclusion

intensity of light, but rather the variations
of intensity which defines the rooms ambiance, textures, corners, and spaces. Materials have a large influence on how certain
physical environments are perceived. For
instance, if one mentions that a room is
cold and formal, it rarely indicates that the
actual temperatures are low (Rasmussen,
a, 1962). The statement grounds in one, or
more, of three different indicators.
▫ Feeling - The sight of the forms and
materials in the room might induce a
certain connection to former experiences within the mind of the perceiver.
▫ Seeing - The colors might be blue tinted and identify as cold colors and thereby induce a certain atmosphere in
the eyes of the perceiver.
▫ Hearing - The acoustics within the physical environment are hard and sharp
with long reverberation time, and
thereby create a certain atmosphere
within the mind of the perceiver.

As a conclusion to the chapter, and how
to implement the theory into architectural
design tools.
▫

▫
▫

The considerations on how spatial properties influence the physical environment and can structure a certain focus
point for the visitor.
The careful considerations of narrating
the flow and experience through spatial layout
The space perception developed through the utilization of natural and artificial lighting and how materials are
perceived.

Becomes fundamentals in establishing directions and evaluating criteria when designing the art exhibition center the House
of Photography.

Ill. 48
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URBAN SPACES AND HARBOUR RENEWAL
1.2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Global urbanization challenges the possibility of creating green urban spaces, since
the area is being converted into housing
and transportation facilities, to supply the
demand of urbanization (Haase D et al.,
2017). To emphasize the relevance of urban developments within the urbanized
cities, multifunctionality within the urban
developments, to enable them to serve
multiple purposes must be incorporated
(Haase D et al., 2017). Urban developments
become fundamental in actively dealing
with negative aspects of climatic changes
on micro scale, such as heat waves, air pollution and floods. Furthermore, integrating
green urban developments in city strategies improves the quality of life by creating
recreational spaces and enhancing human
health through nature elements and social
relations (Kabish et al., 2016; Umberson,
D. and Montez, J., 2010). Another topic of
urban development which remains relevant at Sukkerbiten, Oslo, is the renewal
and transformation of the waterfront. It is
noteworthy that the blue offered by the
waterfront provides as many beneficial
functions as the green nature does (Attia &
Ibrahim, 2017).
With the convergence of an industrial waterfront into a social sustainable urban development the concern of overshadowing
what was present at the harbour, both in
terms of the physical environment and the
local community’s attachment to the area
becomes pressing (Stern & Hall, 2018).
Stern and Hall further investigates the notion of a “Post-industrial process of forgetting” where the industrial history will be
overshadowed by a modern transformation, which can disconnect the city from its
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industrial roots, and thereby challenging
the genius loci (Stern & Hall, 2018).
Modern waterfront transformations and
developments show a tendency to desire the attraction of the “Bilbao effect”
which refers to the Guggenheim Museum
in Bilbao and the effect the monumental
building had on the municipal revenue
and the city’s reputation (Grodach, 2009).
Furthermore, did the monumental building provide additional jobs and increase
the social assemblance along the waterfront. The Bjørvika district contains monumental buildings such as the Opera house
and the Munch museum already, which
indicates that the urban areas developed
at Sukkerbiten must contribute to the increased social assemblance along the renewed and transformed waterfront.
The sustainable model presented within
the introduction of the report, contains a
fundamental principle, social sustainability. The increased social assemblance indicates the improvement of social ties being
formed. In order to create successful urban
development which contributes to the city
development as well as providing a safe
environment, Jan Gehl and his 12 criteria
of attractive urban places must be considered in a coherent structure with Stender
and her 12 principles of social sustainability. Gehl’s criteria concerns the actual urban
development with basic aspects covered.
Stenders criteria concerns the city development in cohesion with the urban development. Her criteria are divided into three
categories: social cohesion, participation,
and opportunity for everyone. Social cohesion ensures that developments within the

city remain true to the character of the place, that there is safety for the residents and
users. There are various meeting places
and social activities, the infrastructure for
pedestrians is functional and that different
user groups can meet. Participation ensures that the users have the opportunity to
participate in the actions on free will and
that the residents of a city are heard when

considering the city development strategies. Opportunity for everyone concerns
itself with mixing of social backgrounds to
avoid “ghettos” and to widen the public's
horizon towards minorities, it ensures living offers in all price classes and requires
occupational and educational offers in the
city, and lastly it ensures a healthy micro
scale climate (Stender, 2020).

Ill. 50
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DESIGNING FOR DISASSEMBLY
1.3 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
Considering designing for disassembly
(DfD) in the development of a project, will
have influence on economics, environmental impact, construction principles and the
overall architectural expression, flexibility,
and legibility. These aspects make DfD a
strong base to construct architectural concepts upon. The practical possibilities of
DfD also compliments multiple aspects of
DGNB, but with its direct influence being
on TEC 1.6, which expresses that a building
must be easy to dismantle and repurpose
the elements.
DfD relates itself to three major subjects of
architecture:
▫ Environmental impact
▫ Construction principles
▫ Modular architecture

paring the potential sustainability of various solutions. LCA analyzes the material
composition through production, transport, assembly, and end of life.
The different kinds of criteria in LCA are
Greenhouse gases (GWP), Stratospheric
ozone depletion (ODP), Tropospheric ozone formation (POCP), Acidification (AP),
Eutrophication (EP), Abiotic non-fossil elements (ADPE) and Abiotic fossil elements
(ADPF), where GWP weights 40% of the
final result and the other factors weights
10%. This argues why the project considers GWP being the primary criteria to investigate.

Raw materials

Environmental impact
Global scale material consumption is an
issue, and up towards 30-40% of the total
greenhouse gas emission and solid waste
generation stems from the building sector
(Hellwig, 2020). Much of this solid waste generation comes from the dismantlement of
buildings, especially buildings constructed
with concrete, bricks, and steel. The materials are being reused as much as possible,
but it requires large amounts of energy to
efficiently reuse, and there will still be solid
waste left (Hellwig, 2020).
LCA is used to calculate the environmentally sustainable potential of a building
through reference values in DGNB. To analyze singular subjects, such as envelopes,
construction, etc. it is important to note,
that envelopes must be comparable with
envelopes. This means that possibly the
u-value must be the equalizer, when com42
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Considering the environmental impact of
various materials, special environmental
product declarations (EPDs) are made by
the producer of the various materials. Through these EPDs it’s evident to determine
the variation of environmental impact different materials have. For example, concrete and bricks are hard materials which
require large amounts of energy and emission to produce (Betonelement-foreningen, 2020; Randers Tegl, 2020). Whereas,
wooden elements accumulate carbon dioxide during its growth, and require low

amounts of energy to produce (Træ.dk a,
2020). Furthermore, the potential of reusage can be discussed, with concrete having
the possibility of being smashed and used
for gravel and asphalt, and wooden elements could either be taken as whole elements and moved into a new project, or be
incinerated to generate energy or shredded into the production of wood cement
elements as Troldtekt. However, it is important to note that the lifespan of wooden
elements would confidently be around 50
years, but concrete elements could be
multiple centuries. This is the reason EPDs
are based upon 50-year lifespan calculations, which allows them to be comparable.

Modular architecture
The combination of material choice and
construction and joint principles can support the architectural style of modular architecture. Modular architecture allows for

flexible plan solutions with the load bearing elements and the technical installations, being structured in a grid, with the
possibility of expanding and compressing
the building size as necessary.

Sub-conclusion
A flexible plan solution is useful in this project of exhibition design, since it opens the
possibility of rearranging exhibitions as
the requirement of flow, sound and light
might vary between the various thematic
exhibitions. Thereby, the museum can place temporary walls within the construction
grid defined by the modular architecture,
and create the exact flow and narrative
required to fulfill the exhibition.The material choices must reflect LCA considerations in aspects of environmental impact,
joint structure, lifespan and maintenance.
The construction joints must play a role in
the architectural expression of the interior
spaces which are illustrated below.

Ill. 52
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TIMBER CONSTRUCTIONS
1.3 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
Norway has a long-standing tradition of
building housing units and public areas
with wooden elements primarily. Before the industrialization and urbanization,
many villages were built in the mountains
and within the forests, and due to infrastructure and accessibility, it was the obvious choice to build the units from local
wood. This cottage inheritance, of being
a part of the landscape and showing respect to the surroundings is still visible in
modern Norwegian architecture, with the
parallels to their humble beginnings (Visitnorway, n.d.).
The traditional methods of building wooden housing units were designed from a
focus of utilizing as much of the daylight
as possible, since it is a precious resource
in a country where the sun goes down at
noon during winter, or does not even rise
at some places (Visitnorway, n.d.).
During recent years, a knowledge of sustainable considerations and the environmental impact of certain materials and
actions has become widely accessible. As
stated previously in this report, the world
faces global climatic issues, and to combat this, the UN created sustainable goals
together with the world leaders and issued
global climate goals. To assist in achieving
this goal, DGNB, alongside other certification tools, were developed as guidelines
for building owners. The architectural development on a global scale reflects the
growing interest in building sustainable
constructions. Since 2009, there has been
a global race of having the tallest wooden
construction (Jensen, 2017). A similar tendency was visible with the tallest skyscraper in the world, bringing with it many
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innovative and evolving principles within
steel and concrete constructions. Canada,
Norway, England, and Holland have been
exchanging the title of having the tallest
wooden construction (Jensen, 2017). With
its many environmental properties, one
can wonder why more countries are not
developing the same amount and scale of
wooden constructions. Many established
contractors are against building wooden
structures in Denmark due to the concern
of moisture and fire hazard, but Norway
shows through multiple building projects,
that it is not a concern (Olesen and Tinning, 2019).

What is a wooden construction
made of?

Predominantly the modern approach to
wooden construction is the implementation of cross laminated timber elements
(CLT). CLT elements are wooden elements
combined in multiple perpendicular layers
and glued together. The result is a product
of great stiffness and strength comparable
to concrete elements. And this exact property makes it the suitable choice of material in many cases. Experts deem that there
is no doubt that CLT will be the main rival
to concrete, but first the bubble of concern
must burst (Olesen and Tinning, 2019).
Building projects of CLT are to a high degree based on prefabricated elements,
which allows for fast assembly on the
building site, which was a similar case to
when the concrete prefabrication method
was introduced. A benefit CLT is that when
the lifespan of the building ends, the dismantlement and reapplication of materials is equally as fast as when assembling

the materials in the first place (Olesen and
Tinning, 2019).
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As mentioned, a primary concern of wooden constructions is the fire hazard. However, CLT elements can be compared to
non-flammable building materials, and
has the significant advantage that it chars
at a predictable speed, which makes it
possible to predict how long the necessary building strength in a building can be
maintained (Olesen and Tinning, 2019).
Aside from being the superior sustainable
choice, wooden elements have a natural
aesthetic to them. Wooden elements are
living and varying in their appearance, they
can develop cracks as they age, and some
specific wooden materials develop certain patina which is considered of a high
aesthetic value like cedar and larch (Ny Fillerup Savværk, 2021). Cedar in particular
scores additional sustainable points in
that it contains a natural resin which repels algae, moss, rot, and animals (Træ.dk
b, 2016).
However, it is important to consider that
wooden elements are not suitable for
every application, and the notion of the
modern hybrid building arose. Concrete
has its clear advantage through its compression strength and its resistance to
moisture and dirt. Wooden elements are
not strong at being in direct contact with
wet areas for longer periods of time. This
is the reason CLT elements are not suitable
for foundations, but concrete remains the
best material (Olesen and Tinning, 2019).

Ill. 54
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION
1.3 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
The energy production methods in
Norway vary from the methods we know
in Denmark. Norway has access to a large
amount of waterfalls and can thereby utilize the method of hydro power. This means that a total of 99% of Norway’s energy
production is based on renewable sources
(Statista, 2021). Denmark however, produces 40.7% of their total energy production
on renewable sources (IEA b, 2020).
In Denmark there is a technical design
paradigm of avoiding heating needs and
lowering mechanical ventilation in order
to supply these aspects with passive solutions and natural ventilation. However,
this is partly due to the electricity being a
pollution in Denmark, where 60% is produced by fossil sources. In Norway, where electricity is sustainable and non-polluting,
there could be benefits in designing the
building with more active solutions to avoid poor performance in the cold periods
considering natural ventilation and insufficient heating, thereby improving the indoor comfort. Mentioned in the competition
material is also, that the government pays
⅓ of the operational cost of mechanisms.
Exhibition design and public buildings often require additional lighting consumption and will contain large amounts of glass
in order to ensure transparency and daylight conditions. These aspects are having
negative impacts on the overall energy frame of the building.
The following text is a presentation of passive strategies which can be implemented
in the exhibition design.
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U-value
The U-value of the elements in the building
will be following the danish guidelines to
ensure adequate insulating properties
with a consideration of material usage
(Rockwool A/S, 2020). Building with a sustainable mindset also requires the design
to be considerate to the volume/surface
area which relates itself to material usage,
energy consumption, daylight conditions
and natural ventilation principles.

Natural ventilation
Natural ventilation is an important aspect
in both thermal and atmospheric comfort
aspects as well as user experience. It is
worthy to note, that natural ventilation is
based on three different principles:
▫
▫
▫

Single sided ventilation
Cross ventilation
Stack ventilation

Where single sided ventilation and cross
ventilation can have negative side effects
of draft and gusts, which are unwelcome
effects when working with photography
exhibition due to the light weight of the
material. Natural ventilation, however, is
a valuable method in terms of overcoming
over temperatures during summer. The
third principle of stack ventilation utilizes
thermal buoyancy as its driving factor and
has small risk of providing draft or gust.
Stack ventilation, however, requires a significant height of the room, but the specified room programme enables the buoyancy to become the driving factor due to
the height requirement of the rooms.

Exposed thermal mass

Passive solar gain

Some problems with this type of public
building with large amounts of glass is that
during the night hours where there are no
visitors, the building becomes very cold,
and requires large amounts of energy to be
reheated. Having exposed thermal mass at
strategic points throughout the building
could help in terms of storing large quantitatives of thermal energy during the day
and releasing the thermal energy during
the night, thereby reducing the amount of
energy required to reheat the building during the day.

Strategically oriented windows in the
southern facade will assist the heating supply unit during the winter period. Norway
might have sustainable energy, but it will
still cost money in order to operate. Assisting the heating supply with passive
assets reduces the electrical requirement
which can be economically beneficial.
Furthermore, windows towards the south
provide light and view which the heating
supply cannot.

U-value

Exposed thermal mass

Natural ventilation

Passive solar gain
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INDOOR CLIMATE
1.3 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
Indoor climate is dissected into four overall comfort areas such as atmospheric,
thermal, visual, and acoustic comfort.
Considering these four parameters while
projecting is beneficial to spatial layout,
concept development, constructive principles, energy conditions, and economics.

Atmospheric comfort
Having large gatherings of people results
in excessive production of CO2. This makes
people drowsy and becomes toxic at high
concentrations. To negate this, a hybrid
ventilation principle of dimensioned mechanical ventilation and natural stack ventilation is utilized. The ventilation has effects on thermal conditions as it can agate
cooling during summer and add heat during winter. The CO₂ level is required to not
exceed outdoor concentration + 650 ppm
(Dansk Standard, 2001).

Thermal comfort
Large buildings provide large volumes. The
human body excels heat to the surroundings and can result in over temperatures
in smaller rooms. However, large volumes
require more energy to heat, and can often result in cool temperatures within the
occupational zone. It is therefore necessary to investigate the operative temperature of various positions within the exhibition center to also validate the demands
of DGNB and thermal comfort class II of
having operative temperatures at 24,5 +/1,5 degrees (Dansk Standard, 2007).
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Visual comfort
Good visual comfort is defined in the DGNB
certification and includes daylight conditions on a minimum of 3% daylight factor
and requires varying views to the surroundings. The vision of the House of Photography is to create large window areas to
reflect transparency and good light conditions. Thereby the demand of achieving
good visual comfort will be a driving factor
throughout the design process.

Acoustic comfort
Exhibition design requires sound levels
adapted to contemplation and adequate
sound quality from the audio guides and
interactive means. This requires that the
reverberation sound of the exhibition areas do not exceed 0.6 seconds in any range of the hertz spectrum. Thereby setting
requirements to the interior materials and
possible the mantling of sound absorbing
panels (Dansk Standard, 2003).

Sub-conclusion
In conclusion of previously explained considerations, this project will aim for the BR
2018 standard goals. This means that the
building will be having an annual energy
consumption of 41 kWh/m² or less including heating, ventilation, cooling, domestic hot water, and lighting of the building
(Bygningsreglementet, 2021). Furthermore, must the building with its energy consumption uphold the standards of indoor
comfort class II, in regards of atmospheric
comfort, thermal comfort, and acoustic
comfort. The building must utilize passive
strategies in order of providing additional
heating, cooling and energy saving conditions.

Atmospheric comfort

Visual comfort

Thermal comfort

Acoustiv comfort
Ill. 56
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STUDY OF MATERIALS
1.3 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
EPDs are great assets to analyze the environmental impact various materials have
on the global emission. However, EPDs are
based on various units, some in m³, some
in tons, and some in m². The units need to
be comparable to make realistic analyses
of the materials. In this study, rather than
converting everything into m³ or tons, a
simple calculation of a beam carrying a
predetermined load will dimension the
amount of material necessary to fulfill the
task at hand. This indicates a more comGlobal warming
potential (GWP)

parable foundation to analyze the environmental impact.
This is done due to 1 m³ of steel can possibly be utilized to cover a larger span with
its construction profiles than for example
construction wood can. Therefore, it would
not be fair to compare. Bricks, however,
cannot be used as construction elements,
but rather as envelope material. This material will therefore be analyzed in relation
to envelope consumption.

Ozone depletion
potential (ODP)

Photochemical
ozone creation
potential (POCP)

Acidification
potential of soil
and water (AP)

Greenhouse gases

Stratospheric
ozone depletion

Tropospheric
ozone formation

Acidification

Eutrophication
potential (EP)

Abiotic depletion potential for non-fossil
resources (ADPE)

Abiotic depletion
potential for fossil
resources (ADPF)

Eutrophication

Abiotic non-fossil
elements

Abiotic fossil
elements

CO2
CH4
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According to LCA scoring, GWP weighs 40%
of the total score, with the remaining 6 factors weighing 15% each, it is therefore the
most investigated and socially evident factor to consider. In this investigation, wood
is the far superior choice of material, considering it is a material that stores carbon dioxide during its growth, whereas concrete
and steel are material that only pollutes
during their production.
Amount of material in relation (appendix
2):

Sub-conclusion
The results and considerations point toward wood as the construction material
being the most sustainable choice with the
most apparent positive impact on climate change. The end-of-life phase of wood
also supports a sustainable mindset more
than the two combatting materials.

Glulam wood: 0.48 * EPD in m³
Concrete: 0.3 * EPD in m³
Steel: 0.12 * EPD in ton

Unit

Glulam wood

Concrete

Steel

GWP

Kg CO2eq

-3.19·102

6.45·10

1.26·102

ODP

Kg CFC11-eq

2.04·10-6

0.8·10-6

1.01·10-12

POCP

Kg ethene-eq

1.57·10-1

1.05·10-1

3.6·10-1

AP

Kg SO2eq

1.06·10-1

0.33·10-1

0.2·10-3

EP

Kg PO4³-eq

1.78·102

2.75·10-3

3.1·10-1

ADPE

Kg Sb-eq

3.41·10-5

1.03·10-7

0.175·10-4

ADPF

MJ

5.76·102

3.4·102

-

Indicator
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STUDY OF ENVELOPES
1.3 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
To initiate a study of envelopes, the fundamental comparative field must be laid.
The danish manual “Den lille lune” is a
guide to insulating properties, which advises that the minimum requirement of an
envelope's U-value is 0.15, and the lowest
u-value should be 0.09 (Rockwool A/S,
2020). This study will develop and discuss
three variants of an envelope, concrete,
bricks and wood, with a U-value of 0.15.
The primary concern of this study is the
sustainable profile through EPDs and LCA
while also discussing their lifespans and
the impact on the future of the building.
The concrete envelope is the thickest envelope, and it has the lowest interior temperature and pollutes the most during
production. Furthermore, the material is
typically associated with an industrial feeling through its visual appearance and
tactility. The brick-based envelope scores
slightly better overall and the contextual
value is befitting since the Bjørvika district
and Sørenga area contains a large part of
brick façade buildings. The best scoring
solution is the wooden envelope since it is
the thinnest, has the highest interior tem-

perature, and a negative value of GWP. This
means that the envelope stores more carbon dioxide from the atmosphere than it
pollutes during its production. The tactility
and visual appearance of the warm and
natural wood also separates itself from the
surrounding context. The lifespan of these
material varies greatly. The concrete and
masonry units may last for centuries if not
more, whereas the wooden cladding could
last approximately 50 years in the conditions of the site, exposed to high amounts
of salt and moisture. The façade cladding
must be changed after a certain amount
of years, allowing the old cladding to be
incinerated or shredded to either provide
energy and heat or material to produce
other material. This is an expense that the
two other envelopes do not have.
Visual impact
The variety of thickness impacts the way
the wall is perceived. The thin wall proposal provides a lightness to the expression, which is very suitable with suspended
elements, or in slim constructions. The
thick wall seems heavy and reflects the

Concrete
envelope

Brick
envelope

Wooden
envelope

Thickness

446

441

400

U-value

0.15

0.15

0.15

Average heat loss

12 kwh/m²

11 kwh/m²

12 kwh/m²

Interior calculative
temperature

18.8

18.9

19.1

56 kg CO₂eq/m²

37 kg CO₂eq/m²

-121 kg CO₂eq/m²

LCA - GWP
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Outside
1. Concrete (110 mm)
2. Mineral wool 032 (150 mm)
3. Concrete (110 mm)
4. Foil, PE (3 mm)
5. Mineral wool 032 (50 mm)
6. Claytec Lehmbau platte
7. Claytec Lehm-Oberputz fein 06

Inside

Ill. 60

Outside
1. Bricks (108 mm)
2. Mineral wool 032 (150 mm)
3. Bricks (108 mm)
4. Foil, PE (2 mm)
5. Mineral wool 032 (50 mm)
6. Claytec Lehmbau platte
7. Claytec Lehm-Oberputz fein 06

Inside

Ill. 61
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base of a structure.
Functional impact
The thick wall subtracts an additional 0.22
m² floor area for each running meter of
wall, this has a large impact on compact
building plans, while also being “wasted
area” in regular non-compact solutions.
In the case of these two envelopes, both
have thickness that supports that eventual
window sills can act as seating area, however, the thin envelope is limited to this only
being a possibility if the window is placed
far to the exterior side of the opening.

Material consumption and operational pollution
This study aims to develop a position on
the debate of material consumption versus the operational pollution. Translating
this means that an envelope with a U-value of 0.15 is significantly slimmer than an
envelope with a U-value of 0.08, and this
thickness reduction provides more net
area, while also reducing the overall material consumption. However, the thick wall

reduces the amount of resources required
to maintain a good indoor climate, while
also reducing the amount of resources required to heat the building. The study will
develop one additional envelope, comparable to the 0.15 wooden envelope,
and will reflect upon the difference in the
fields of energy consumption, indoor climate stability, visual impact, and functional impact. The position will be chosen of
whether to develop the project with 0.15 or
0.08 envelopes based upon the results of
the study.
Sub-conclusion
It is determined to be the more sustainable
solution to aim for wooden envelopes of
0.15 u-value, 0.12 u-value for roofs and 0.1
for terrain deck, which are the minimum
requirements for BR18 (Rockwool A/S,
2020). The choice is based on the excess
usage of material is not sustainable, when
operational pollution is not a key factor
due to the energy infrastructure in Norway
being based on 99% renewable energy.

Wooden envelope proposal 1

Wooden envelope proposal 2

Thickness

400

620

U-value

0.15

0.08

Average heat loss

12 kwh/m²

6 kwh/m²

Interior calculative
temperature

19.1

19.5

-121 kg CO₂eq/m²

-134 kg CO₂eq/m²

LCA - GWP
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Outside
1. Wooden cladding(15 mm)
2. Spruce (25x200 mm²)
3. Ventilated cavity (25 mm)
4. Spruce (25x100 mm²)
5. Ventilated cavity (25 mm)
6. Cross laminated timber (60 mm)
7. STEICOflex 036 (140 mm)
8. Cross laminated timber (60 mm)
9. Foil, PE (2 mm)
10. Spruce (50x50 mm²)
11. STEICOflex 036 (50 mm)
12. Claytec Lehmbau platte
13. Claytec Lehm-Oberputz fein 06
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Inside

Outside
1. Wooden cladding(15 mm)
2. Spruce (25x200 mm²)
3. Ventilated cavity (25 mm)
4. Spruce (25x100 mm²)
5. Ventilated cavity (25 mm)
6. Cross laminated timber (60 mm)
7. STEICOflex 036 (180 mm)
8. STEICOflex 036 (180 mm)
9. Cross laminated timber (60 mm)
10. Foil, PE (2 mm)
11. Spruce (50x50 mm²)
12. STEICOflex 036 (50 mm)
13. Claytec Lehmbau platte
14. Claytec Lehm-Oberputz fein 06

Inside
Ill. 64
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STUDY OF WOOD
1.3 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Cedar

The previous analyses determined wood
as the most sustainable choice. The following analysis, therefore, has the purpose of determining the most suitable sort of
wood to be used as facade cladding. Studies have shown that building with natural
materials has health benefits while also
improving the indoor climate. This is due to
its moisture-absorbing qualities. The visual settings are influenced by materials and
the natural materials are more pleasant
for the eyes and the senses. To ensure the
quality and sustainability of the material,
FSC certified wood will be used. The certification ensures that the trees come from
forests that provide environmental, social,
and economic benefits therefore the focus
points are maintaining and restoring the
ecosystem by planting at least as many
trees as used (Nordic Council of Ministers,
2019). It has been mentioned previously,
that wood stores carbon dioxide during its
growth. This is due to the photosynthesis
happening within the leaves of the growing tree. It is therefore also evident that
tree families with larger amounts of leaves store more carbon dioxide during their
growth, which is why families such as oak
store more than cedar and larch.

Cedarwood is part of the large-red pine
family, and it originates from Canada but
there is also a Scandinavian branch of
cedar that withstands the environment
better. Cedarwood as façade cladding
has become more common throughout
the years especially because of the patina. Over time the surface patinates into a
silver-gray color which makes the appearance neat for long-term usage. The wood
does not require regular treatment due to
the high amount of phenol which protects
against rot and fungi, and the lifespan is
estimated to 40-70 years (Træ.dk b, 2016).

GWP

Introduction

Larch
Compared to other wooden types, Larch
contains a higher amount of resin which
contributes to long and high durability. A
high amount of resin is placed close to the
core therefore to secure the high durability, wood from the core must be put into
use. For façade cladding in Denmark, the
slow-growing Siberian Larch is used and
the material has very close growth rings
which makes the material eminent at resisting rot. The estimated lifespan of the
material is 40-90 years (Danske Boligarkitekter, n.d.).

Cedar -540 kg/ m³
Spruce -649 kg/ m³
Larch -663 kg/ m³
Pinewood -749 kg/ m³
Oak -994 kg/ m³
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Oak
Oak has high durability due to the high
amount of tannin which creates a high resistance to rot and fungi. Oak’s cell structure is similar to Spruce and therefore the
material has the same disadvantages. The
material is expensive therefore in Denmark it is mostly used for window frames
or other detailing. The estimated lifespan
of the material is 50-120 years (Danske Boligarkitekter, n.d.).

Pinewood
Pine is often used as a facade and construction wood since the material has high
durability and good moisture repelling
performance. The core of the wood is the
most durable part but unlike cedar, pine
needs more assistance to maintain the
lifespan. The surface needs treatment to
ensure to increase the protection against
the environment. The estimated lifespan
of the material is 40-85 years (Danske Boligarkitekter, n.d.).

Spruce
Spruce is excellent for façade cladding due
to its robustness and performance of we-

Cedar

Larch

Oak

ather resistance. The closed-cell structure
maintains a healthy balance of moisture
inside of the wood and resists external
moisture and water such as rainwater. The
wooden surface needs treatment but the
cell structure makes it more difficult for the
material to be impregnated therefore it is
more vulnerable to fungi and insects. The
estimated lifespan of the material is 40-70
years (Danske Boligarkitekter, n.d.).

Sub-conclusion
The GWP of the various types of wood contains transport of material but does not
contain the environmental impact of various sorts of ointment and treatments the
wood needs in order to repel the harsh environment. The wood with the lowest GWP
is cedar due to its conifer needles and that
the EPD contains transport from Canada
to Germany. Cedar, however, is the only
wooden material listed, that can repel the
harsh environment at the site, while maintaining a long lifespan, without the addition of external treatments. The conclusion
is, therefore, to utilize cedar wood as the
facade cladding.

Pinewood

Spruce
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IDENTIFYING THE USER AND THE NON-USER
1.4 USER ANALYSIS
The primary literature of this analysis is a
decade-long investigation of the danish
museum visitors’ experiences and classifications (Kulturministeriet, 2019). The
Norwegian conditions are expected to
align with danish conditions, and the premise of identifying the user and non-user
remains the same. It is important to identify the reason why the exhibition centers
are visited, and why they are not. This goes
to encourage the architecture of the House
of Photography to increase the social interest in cultural exhibitions.

locals in order to get perspective on the
exhibitions.

The most represented user is a well-educated lady in her 60s who is very interested
in art exhibitions and history exhibitions.
She always visits the exhibition centers
with her social group, and they discuss the
exhibitions while perceiving the artworks
and after they leave the exhibition area on
a café.She visits exhibitions in order to advance her knowledge of various subjects
and because she enjoys the contemplative experience that activates her emotions
and various brain departments

Museologist John Falk researched why
users attend museums and exhibition centers in general, what they do at the centers
and what they gain from the experiences.
Based on that research, Falk developed a
theory of the users’ motivations and learning patterns. This theory represents the
six motivation factors (Kulturministeriet,
2019).

The international user is a well-educated
woman in her 30s who is very interested in
cultural heritage represented through art
and history exhibitions. Often comes alone
and prioritizes visits where the possibility
of audio guides in English and visual cues
are present to assist her in navigating and
gaining a further understanding of the
exhibition’s comprehension thematic.
She visits the exhibitions in order of expanding her cultural knowledge of various societies and enjoys relating to her own heritage. She seeks communication with the
58
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The student is a young female in her 20s.
She shows interest in the particular subjects of an assignment or education, and
rarely visits the exhibitions without an
educational perspective. She visits in a
group with peers of the same interest.
They tend to enjoy interactive based exhibitions which often includes a well-educated employee capable of answering questions.

The knowledge seeking visits based on a
general interest of the exhibition theme at
the center. The knowledge seeking is curious, interested and visits the exhibition
centers to attain more knowledge. 60% of
the users identify as knowledge seeking.
The host is motivated by a social educational process and visits the museum in order
to create good experiences for the host’s
entourage. The most important aspect
for the host is that the entourage finds the
exhibitions exhilarating. 34% of the users
identify as being a host.
The experience chaser is primarily motivated by the idea of being at a culturally

important place. The experience chaser
visits the exhibition centers to experience
them and their atmosphere and concentrates on the most apparent and obvious
works of art. 32% of the users identify as
being experience chasers.

aesthetic experiences through the exhibition, the architecture, and the surroundings.
27% of the users identify as chargers.
The academically interested visit the exhibitions centers due to a specific academic
interest. The academically interested remains critical and reflective to the exhibitions and the academic communication
of the exhibition center. 26% of the users

The charger attends the exhibition centers to regain energy and find time to contemplate and peace. The charger seeks

NONUSERS USERS
50%

50%

38%

47%
53%

62%

65+

15%
29%
32%

23%

30-49

Age

High School
Short-cycle higher Education
Medium-cycle higher Education
Long-cycle higher Education

13%
28%

20%
40%
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identify as being academically interested.
The add-on is primarily on the exhibition
centers because they accompany someone willing to visit the exhibitions. The addon has no particular interest in the exhibitions or the center as a general. 15% of the
users identify as being add-ons.
Common for the six categories is, that
more than 60% within the categories are
represented by well-educated women.
The non-user is identified as a person who
has not visited an exhibition center within
the 12 months prior to the statistics. The
predominant non-user is a man in the range of 30-49 years old (Kulturministeriet,
2019). Amongst the non-users there is a
wide consensus that museums and other
public accessible cultural experiences are
important for the danish society. However,
the museums seem to be less relevant for
the individual non-user. Which indicates
that the thematic of museums and exhibition centers are irrelevant for the majority.
It is mentioned that the primary barriers of
the non-users are that they prioritize other
activities, it is too expensive, and they don’t
have the social entourage to investigate
the exhibitions with. For the short educated non-users’ additional barriers occur in
the form of not having any experience with
exhibitions and the poor knowledge of various offers available.
68% of the analyzed non-users indicate
that their previous experiences with exhibition centers was educational and 48%
indicate that it was actually exciting. These factors support the previously mentio60
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ned barriers as being the primary reasons
and indicate that the actual content of the
exhibition centers is somewhat relevant
(Kulturministeriet, 2019).
To encourage the non-users for more frequent visits, the museums must make
the exhibitions relatable for the majority
of society, which supports the claims of
multimedia presentation through screens,
interactive methods, or audio guides (Kulturministeriet, 2019).

Sub-conclusion
Perspectivating the various theoretical
exhibition potentials to a certain user persona proves difficult since the potentials
support multiple claims on a single user.
This further supports that the architecture
must provide possibility of contemplation,
comprehension and interactive exhibition, and the spatial layout should support
the flexible placement of interactive information boards. The architecture must
further support the option of relaxation,
since a large portion of the visitors identify as chargers, the possibility of tranquility
should be present.
However, converting a section of the nonusers into users proved more difficult than
anticipated, since the primary barriers are
sociocultural subjects rather than topics
directly affected by architecture and legibility. A barrier of non-existing entourage
could be met and challenged by architecture through urban development, functional planning and a variety of activities, to
support the construct of social ties which
might generate the entourage for the nonusers, converting them into semi-users.

THE STAFF
1.4 USER ANALYSIS
The House of Photography requires an administrative department with office spaces
however, there are no project specific requirements for their particular needs. Therefore, the user analysis will be structured
in order of defining the requirements from
the Danish working environment authority, who has regulations that ensure good
working conditions.
The house of Photography requires 5 individual offices, 1 of which is designated the

leader and must be larger. Furthermore,
they require 2 large room offices, one for
4 people and one for 8 people. Finally they
require a meeting room for 20 people.
The Danish Working Environment authority divides their requirements into four categories such as noise, temperatures and
draft, air quality and interior design. The
regulations are presented in the diagram
below (At.dk a, b, c, d, 2021).

• 0.8 s Reverberation
• Move noise pollutants
• Meeting rooms
• Distance between employees
• High absorption area
• Absorption on ceiling
• Low noise floor

• 20-23 degrees
• Low passive solar
• Efficient ventilation
• Avoid draft

• Remove air pollutants
• Avoid draft
• Low energy consumption

• Min. 2.5 m ceiling height
• 7m2 per employee
• 12m3 air per employee
• Min. 2% DF on the working
table
• Access to toilet, wardrobe,
dining area etc.
• Working tables height adjustable
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INTERVIEW WITH PIXLART
1.4 USER ANALYSIS
To understand the photographers and
their needs for the physical environment of
exhibitions, a qualitative analysis has been
done in the form of an interview with Tao
Lytzen from PixlArt. PixlArt is a non-profit
organization that has an exhibition area
in a former church in Østervrå, Northern
Jutland. The organization uses a digital
exhibition strategy instead of the traditional analogue. Even though the museum
is only a few years old, Tao Lytzen states,
the museum annually has a high amount
of visitors. The high amount of visitors may
be due to the experimental approach of
exhibitions. As mentioned previously they
use digital strategies but the settings for
the exhibitions are also quite unusual. PixlArt challenges the norm of exhibitions by
using the context and other urban spaces
to exhibit. Some exhibitions are mobile
to reach a wide audience therefore, a bus
is used to tour around in Denmark and
especially in Northern Jutland (Højsgaard,
2019).
To ensure people have an interest in visiting the museum, they take its starting point
in their own curiosity. They ensure there is
a natural variation of exhibition material
and it is important to be adaptable and be
prepared to manage that the society and
situation may change any minute. Therefore, the digital media is an important tool
for PixlArt so they can easily change the
exhibition material and strategies in different situations. PixlArt’s digital exhibitions
make it possible to reduce storage area
and minimize logistic planning. To ensure
they stay relevant, it is important to create
a connection to the surroundings and the
locals.
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The physical environment has an impact
on the experience, but it is important that
the architecture and the environment does
not minimize the quality of the experience.
Therefore, it is important to have natural
settings for the exhibitions. The exhibition
method also gives different experiences
for instance a real-life size photograph feels more intense and evokes more emotions. The size of the photograph makes it
more realistic therefore it is easier for the
individual to imagine the situation.
Throughout the museum the photograph
must be the main character. The settings
of a museum must be flexible to ensure
the atmosphere can adapt to the different
exhibitions. The atmosphere can change
by the effects of light and noise to evoke
all the senses.
Working with social interaction as a primary element in the museum requires the
right settings. When a group comes to the
exhibition they mostly observe individually and in silence. Therefore, the breaks
between exhibitions are quite important.
Interaction areas, restaurants, and workshops give the opportunity to create social
interaction and let people reflect upon the
photographs. The workshops are also very
important to educate the non-professional
user how to take a photograph and how to
use it, as well as the consequences of the
photography if they are used in a wrong
way and what the impact may be (Lytzen,
2021).

Ill. 69 Credit: PixlArt

Ill. 70 Credit: PixlArt

Ill. 71 Credit: PixlArt

Ill. 72 Credit: Realdania

Ill. 73 Credit: PixlArt

Ill. 74 Credit: PixlArt
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HOUSES OF PHOTOGRAPHIES
1.5 INSPIRATIONAL ANALYSIS
The House of Photography in Oslo refers to
various other international arenas through
their visions. The arenas include C/O in
Berlin, Foam in Amsterdam, Fotografiska
in Stockholm, and Jeu de Paume in Paris.
These exhibition centers pride themselves
on purveying photographs in artistic settings with strong socio-cultural themes.
This case study will investigate how they
deal with the exhibition design, and the
requirement of flexible plan solutions in
terms of various narratives in different
exhibitions.
All four studious present their photographs with a predominant front light to ensure
legibility and that every detail portrayed
within the picture is visible to the beholder. This is done artificially to ensure equal conditions regardless of the outdoor
weather. The studios are all located in old
buildings, having their purpose transformed into an exhibition area. Another common aspect of their exhibition strategies
is their utilization of artificial light instead
of natural light. The natural light varies depending on the day and the season and
might induce the risk of glare occurring in
the photography frame, thereby possibly
removing detail from the picture, and reducing the quality of the exhibition in the
eyes of the visitor. Artificial light can be
controlled to avoid negative influence and
ensure high detail level of the display. Kirchner museum in Davos utilizes a suspended plastic paned ceiling, which turns the
natural daylight into a diffuse light for the
interior exhibition room. This building will
be further investigated through a specific
case study.
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The exhibition material is presented on
gypsum walls painted in neutral colors,
which emphasizes the focus on the photograph. The narrative design in the two studios of C/O and Fotografiska are strikingly
different. The C/O designs the exhibition
in a hallway structure, which induces the
feeling of comprehension through experiencing, perhaps a chronological story as
seen in Hiroshima Peace Museum. Fotografiska utilizes the broad room with multiple photographs where the order of perception might not be important, but rather
the comprehension of connecting the images afterwards.
All four studios are deemed worthy of note.
Through extensive customer feedback it is
considered that the museums are successful in their communicative abilities, and
thereby some design considerations that
can arise from this investigation.
▫

▫

▫

The exhibition material should be presented on neutral walls, which can be
moved according to the various exhibitions.
The narrative of comprehension exhibitions can be presented in various
physical environments, and the architecture of House of Photography
should support multiple experiences.
The detail of the photograph must not
be lost, and the high demand for adequate lighting must be met with artificial lighting for consistency.

Ill. 75 Credit: David Becker

Ill. 76

Ill. 77 Credit: Andy Romer Photography

Ill. 78

Ill. 79

Ill. 80

Ill. 81 Credit: Alice Sidoli

Ill. 82 Credit: Alice Sidoli
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CASE STUDIES
1.5 INSPIRATIONAL ANALYSIS
Moesgaard Museum
Year: 2014
Architect: Henning Larsen
Location: Aarhus, Denmark
Size: 16,000 m²
Moesgaard Museum focuses on establishing a cultural landmark and destination,
which houses a wide array of user groups.
The building implements nature, culture,
and history, and thus defines a framework
of archaeological and ethnographic exhibitions. The buildings form springs from the
existing landscape as if the building arose
itself from the fields, and the green roof is
activated as an urban space for walk and
talk. The building facades emanate transparency and the large internal stair attains
a duality through its transit and occupati-

onal qualities (Moesgaard Museum, n.d.).
The qualities of the project are reflected in
the harmonious relation between nature,
culture, and history while staying true and
respectful to the close context. The activation of the roof has led to it being a destination for walks, and to some extent has
attained a dominating secondary purpose. In its current state, the museum combats the roof in terms of primary function,
since a large portion of visitors come for
the stay on the roof, rather than visiting the
exhibitions inside.

Ill. 84 Credit: Henning Larsen / Hufton + Crow

Ill. 83 Credit: Henning Larsen / Hufton + Crow
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Ill. 85 Credit: Henning Larsen / Hufton + Crow

Oslo Opera House
Year: 2008
Architect: Snøhetta
Location: Oslo, Norway
Size: 38,500 m²
The qualities of the project are the connection between the fjord and the building
and how it creates public spaces and contributes to the new fjord city. The building
form creates different kinds of public spaces and allows people to use the area for
other occasions than only for opera shows.
Therefore, the building and the public spaces creates settings for social interaction
between different kinds of user groups.

The project creates a cultural landmark for
Oslo and creates public spaces for the residents and visitors at the area. The building
shape is formed to create the possibility to
use the low area towards the water for the
public, which also follows Oslo new fjord
city’s interest. The building is created with
large glass facades to open to the building
and make it feel more welcoming for visitors. The purpose of creating this Opera
house is to reach out to a wide audience
and not only the usual audience (Norwegian National Opera and Ballet, n.d.).

Ill. 86

Ill. 87 Credit: Snøhetta

Ill. 88 Credit: Snøhetta
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Haandvaerkskollegiet
Year: 2022
Architect: CUBO
Location: Horsens, Denmark
Size: 6,000 m²
CUBO is recreating old freight train areas
into new colleges. The project is creating
a characterful building with its material
and construction choices giving it rustic
strength while focusing on creating the
home-like feeling. The building is about
showing how classic materials such as
brick in combination with modern architecture can create a functional and unique
building. The grid-based construction gives the building the possibility for flexible
plan solutions and gives the building robustness. The combination of wood and
bricks strengthen the visual of the con-

Ill. 89 Credit: Cubo, Danø Arkitektur og BRFfonden
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struction and creates an open architectural environment (Cubo, n.d.).
The qualities of the project are how the
combination of the classic materials and
modern architecture in form of the construction can create an attractive home-like feeling building, with focus on showing
the construction and openness. The visible construction clearly becomes a central
part of the entire architectural expression
while allowing flexible plan design.

Ill. 90 Credit: Cubo, Danø Arkitektur og BRFfonden

Den blå kant
Year: On going
Architect: Årstiderne Arkitekter/Sweco Architects
Location: Svendborg, Denmark
Size: 80,000 m²
The project is focusing on recreating an industrial area into a new attractive area for
the public with focus on climate assurance
for storm surge and cloudburst safety. The
focus of the project has been on climate
assurance and maintaining the existing
cultural environment and adding new recreational and social values to the city.
Årstiderne Arkitekter has climate secured
the area with a combination of various technical aspects which does not have any
visual impact, such as cancel locks which
will be active when needed. Årstiderne
Arkitekter has secured this area and crea-

ted an attractive area by adding a harbour
bath and the possibility for stay without
creating any visual barriers to the water
from the city (Årstiderne Arkitekter, n.d.).
The qualities of the project are how the
transformation of the harbour with focus
on climate assurance has been designed
without creating any visual barriers and
providing the public with the possibility of
using an old industrial area for new activities, such as a harbour bath, playground
and occupational zones.

Ill. 91 Credit: Årstiderne Arkitekter/Sweco Architects

Ill. 92 Credit: Årstiderne Arkitekter/Sweco Architects
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ANALYSES SUB-CONCLUSION

Through the various analysis conclusions,
it becomes possible to produce design parameters, which aims to indicate a direction of designing. The function- and material mapping analyses, presents a possibility
of creating a new cultural destination in
this area full of existing cultural landmarks.
The analyses also indicate that a broad
spectrum of materials can be utilized as
there is no clear guiding direction, and the
materials used assists in establishing an
individuality. The area of the cultural cluster is very dense, with the primary traffic
being pedestrians and bikers. This incites
the creation of urban spaces with focus on
being accessible for pedestrians and bikers, while also establishing transparency
in the building to create a close relation
between interior and exterior spaces. The
case studies of Haandvaerkskollegiet and
Oslo Opera house present design directions of how to establish transparency and
how to establish flexible plan solutions.

Analysis of the climatic conditions at Sukkerbiten and of the global scale indicates
that some sort of coastal protection must
be established, this could be done through
urban development which emphasizes social interaction. The case study of Den blå
kant investigates how to develop this kind
of coastal protection without being a visual noise polluting asset. The same climatic
threat induces the requirement of considering DfD into the core concept, as this assists in developing flexible plan solutions,
but also ensures a future where dismantlement and relocation is possible. Various
exhibition strategies further emphasize the
requirement of flexible plans to fully tailor
the narrative of a certain exhibition theme.
Flexible plans also allow for altered purpose at a later stage in case the building
changes owner and purpose, which also
supports sustainable potential according
to DGNB.
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By investigating the users and the nonusers, it becomes apparent that the building should suit the users’ needs and foster
a positive experience, while also attempting to invite the non-users for a stay. This
stay can be within the urban environment,
or the social offers surrounding the buil-

Transparency

ding. The architecture and programming
attempts to challenge the perception of
elitism within museum perception, thereby promoting social sustainable activities
through the means of Stender’s 12 criteria.
The wider audience of the cultural destination also indicates an improved life quality
and expanded life span among them.

Creating a landmark

Urban development

Social interaction

Plan flexibility

Modular architecture
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02

DESIGN
STRATEGIES
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FUNCTION DIAGRAM

The following function diagram and room
programme are initial diagrams which
have been taken directly from the published competition material. Due to considerations and reflection upon the quality of
the established diagrams thereby investigating the connection and placements of
the functions. The function diagram and
room programmes create a flow that ensures the quality of the visitor’s experience
and at first considerations do not create
further problems. The function diagram
and room programme will not be changed
or further developed and detailed, but instead followed because of these qualities
unless new knowledge is unveiled during
the design process.

Main
access
Beach
service

Exhibitions

Café/kiosk

Ill. 95

A10 function diagram
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Main
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Operations
department

Book shop &
information

Admin
Main
communication

Interactive
centre

Restaurant
Multifunctional space

Exhibitions

A11 function diagram
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Ill. 96

ATMOSPHERE DIAGRAM

A series of atmospheric details are composed into diagrams to identify the atmosphere and spatial requirements for
each room. The diagrams illustrate the
most dominant atmosphere of the room.
Also, the diagrams illustrate how the rooms and atmospheres are connected to
each other which also shows the various
atmospheres the visitor will experience.
To ensure a common understanding of
open words such as, “warm, cold, transparent, open etc.” reference pictures are
pinned to the atmospheric description of
a function which will be presented on the
following pages. Defining the atmospheric
compounds of a space forces the designer
to consider multiple pinned aspects while
physically structuring the spatial connectivity.

Identifiable

Transparent

Open

Transparent

Ill. 97

A10 atmosphere diagram
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Identifiable

Transparent

Calm

Calm
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Transparent
Flexible

Controlled

A11 atmosphere diagram
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Ill. 98

ROOM PROGRAMME

DESCRIPTION

AREAL

NUMBER

TOTAL
m²

m²

PROJECT SITE A10
Gross area

1035

Net area

714

ARRIVAL AREA

60

Vestibule

30

1

30

Ticket sale/information

10

1

10

Toilets/wardrobe

20

1

20

CAFÉ/KIOSK

159

Café/kiosk

117

1

117

Kitchen/production

20

1

20

Office

6

1

6

Staff wardrobe/WC

3

Wardrobe/WC

5

2
2

6
10

EXHIBITION
Exhibition

395
395

1

BEACH SERVICE
Beach service

395
100

100

1

100
Ill. 100
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DESCRIPTION

AREAL

NUMBER

TOTAL
m²

m²

PROJECT SITE A11
Gross area

4108

Net area

2833

ARRIVAL AREA

165

Vestibule

50

1

50

Ticket sale

15

1

15

Meeting area

60

1

60

Wardrobe/WC

40

1

40

BOOKSHOP & INFORMATION

115

Bookshop & information

90

1

90

Staff wardrobe & WC

5

2

10

Storage

15

1

15

INTERACTIVE ACTIVIES KIDS
Activity room

180
60

3

RESTAURANT/CAFÉ

180
348

Dining area

195

1

195

Bar/finger sandwich

15

1

15

Service area

15

1

15

Kitchen area

75

Office

8

1
1

75
8

Staff wardrobe/WC

5

Wardrobe/WC

15

2
2

10
30

EXHIBITION
Exhibition
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1190
1190

1

1190

DESCRIPTION

AREAL

NUMBER

TOTAL
m²

m²

MULTIFUNCTIONAL AREA

440

Multifunctional area

180

1

180

Black box

90

1

90

Workshop area

60

1

60

Technical control room

20

1

20

Storage for chairs

20

1

20

Storage for supplies

20

1

20

Kitchenette

20

1

20

Changing room

10

2

20

Bathroom

5

2

10

ADMINISTRATION

230

Office leader

20

1

20

Office staff

10

3

30

Flex office
Marketing

30
60

1
1

30
60

Meeting room

30

2

60

Printer room

10

1

10

Staff wardrobe/WC

10

2

20

OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT

165

Workshop

20

1

20

Cleaning room

20

1

20

Office service

15

1

15

Staff Wardrobe/WC

10

’Dry’ waste

30

2
1

20
30

’Organic’ waste

20

’Hazardous’ waste

10

1
1

20
10

Exhibition delivery

30

1

30
Ill. 101
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ATMOSPHERE PROGRAMME

ROOM

ATMOSPHERE

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT SITE A10
Beach service

Open, light,
casual & transparent

Open to the entire publicity and
neutral in expression to not exclude a certain type.

Main access

Open, light &
identifiable

The main access room must be
cold and transit to navigate visitors in the direction of the three
surrounding functions.

Exhibitions

Open & light

The exhibition area must be flexible in its atmosphere to support
the various exhibition themes.

Café/kiosk

Open, light, transparent & identifiable

The atmosphere must emphasize
the notion of “short term stays”
with faster pace flow, relatable to
the beach cafés.

Ill. 102

ROOM

ATMOSPHERE

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT SITE A11
Main access

Open & identifiable

To ensure an eye-level based
approach to the visitor, the main
access area must be inviting and
welcoming in its development.

Book shop

Light, warm, calm &
transparent

The book shop must be manageable and provide good orientation. It must have an identifiable
character to separate it from the
main entrance.

Information & ticket sale

Identifiable, warm &
transparent

The information and ticket sale
must be in a position that doesn’t
disturb the flow of the building,
but rather becomes a destination
for the information seeking visitor.
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Main communication

Cold, light, transit &
transparent

The area is transit with a large
room height to induce a feeling of
airiness and lightness. The room
becomes the primary contrast
element to the connecting rooms
with more intimate physical environments.

Interactive centre

Warm, intimate,
energetic, creative &
transparent

The interactive centers induce
a playground-like atmosphere,
which enables the visitors to
unfold their creativity through the
activities inside. The centers become semi-transparent to allow
adjacent visitors to partly investigate the creative measures.

Multifunctional space

Creative, open, dark,
flexible & controlled

The atmosphere of the multifunctional space varies and is determined on the premise of the use of
the room.

Exhibitions

Warm, calm &
controlled

The rooms must be neutral in
expression to not induce a certain predefined mindset to the
perceiver. Areas of contemplation
and rest must be in the places in
between exhibition areas. These
areas allow for casual conversation to reflect upon the exhibitions.

Administration

Warm, calm &
focussed

The area of administration must
reflect calmness while being shielded against disturbances.

Restaurant

Warm, open &
transparent

The atmosphere of the restaurant
must reflect warmth and comfort
to finish the journey through the
exhibitions. It must be a place of
communication to discuss the
events without the noise travelling through the museum.

Ill. 103
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Ill. 104

Ill. 105

Ill. 106

Ill. 107

Ill. 108 Credit: Brett Boardman
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Ill. 109

Ill. 110

Ill. 111

Ill. 112

Ill. 113

Ill. 114
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Ill. 116

Ill. 115

Ill. 118 Credit: BBP Arkitekter

Ill. 117 Credit: Janez Marolt
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Ill. 119

Ill. 120 Credit: Edgard Cesar

Ill. 121 Credit: Pierangelo Laterza

Ill. 122

Ill. 123

Ill. 124 Credit: SPLANN

Ill. 125
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MUSEUM USAGE TIME

There is a tendency for public buildings
and offices to be closed off after work
hours, thereby leaving these large-scale
buildings empty in the evening. The empty and often dark building due to lights
being turned off when not in use, visually
disturbs the city image. The darkness and
lifeless buildings create an atmosphere of
insecurity. There the design proposal must
ensure the usage time of the building is
expanded to a maximum opening hour, so
it complements the users and the staff.
The facilities of the museum such as the
bookshop, the restaurant, the activity rooms, and the workshop room, give the opportunity to expand beyond the opening
hour for the exhibitions. The previously
mentioned functions are not dependent
on the exhibition, therefore, the design
proposal must take into account how to
develop a design that considers the functions different opening hours. Also, the
museum must provide functions that are
attractive during summertime as well as
wintertime.
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The estimated opening hours are based
upon the Fotografiska museums around
the world which have a long visit time to
ensure as many people as possible have
the opportunity to visit the museums. Also,
the museums have long visit hours every
day of the week instead of only focusing on
weekends. Therefore, the museum must
offer events and exhibitions during the
whole week to ensure the building is an attraction during the workweek. This way the
museum tries to favor both the citizens of
Oslo as well as the large number of tourists
visiting Oslo every year. The following diagrams illustrates the opening hours for the
variety of functions in the museum. The
large expand of opening hours ensures the
museum being in use as much as possible.

Exhibition
Activity rooms
Workshop
Bookshop
Restaurant
Office

23:00
08:00
22:00

09:00

21:00

10:00

20:00

11:00

19:00

12:00

18:00

13:00

17:00

14:00
16:00

15:00
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DESIGN PARAMETERS

A
2020
The energy frame of the building must aim
for low energy class 2020, as specified in
the Danish building regulations.

The development of the building must reflect considerations of sustainable active
means, which can be evaluated through
DGNB, where the requirement is achieving
a silver certificate.

The building’s indoor climate must comply
with the standards of indoor comfort class
ll as specified in the DS regulations.

The constructional principle of the building must reflect considerations of DfD and
technical installations to be implemented
in a cohesive structure while allowing for
flexibility in the plan.

The building must utilize materials with
low impact on the environment. Furthermore, must the material for a given surface
reflect the concise purpose.

To achieve a positive experience for visitors, clear spatial legibility and wayfinding
must be incorporated, also to ensure the
maximum potential of the developed area.
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The physical environment of the buildings
must relate to the city development strategy and reflect transparency, to symbiotically influence interior and exterior social
experiences.

To support the vision of enhanced educational properties, the building must host
several interactive educational functions
such as workshop areas and information
availability.

The architecture must, in its expression,
programming and spatial layout support
the construction of social interaction between various user groups.

The outdoor recreational areas must relate and strengthen the character of the building and increase the value of the internal
rooms, while also relating to the vision of
the new fjord city, and be publicly accessible and interesting for all visitors.

Ill. 127
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VISION

With the development of an asset to the cultural
cluster at the new Oslo harbour front, the aim
is to alter the perception of the museums’ elitism. The elitism perception will be challenged
through the focus of social interaction and the
experimental exhibitions that includes professionals as well as amateurs to address a wide
audience.
The modern approach of the museum must involve educational facilities to enlighten the public knowledge of the photograph as a media and
its communicative strengths.
The architectural setting and programming of
the interior, as well as exterior spaces, must
become fundamental assets in creating social
gatherings for the residents and tourists of Oslo.
Thereby, increasing the quantity of life in the
area, which improves the quality of the current
harbour front.
The surrounding nature indicates a framing reference for certain activities within the building
to fester the notion of contemplation through
prolonged stays. Conclusively we aim to create a
building that becomes a sustainable beacon for
social- and cultural gathering.
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EXHIBITION NARRATIVE

The purpose of establishing an exhibition area in
the first place is to present a socially relevant topic for a viewer, for them to establish an opinion
on the subject, which leads to discussions and
possibly emotional and knowledge-based evolution. The spaces developed must not interfere
with the communication of the art in any negative way.
The flexibility of the designed space must create limitless possibilities in terms of structuring
the exhibition walls and directing a narrative
through varying atmospheric perceptions. Architecturally, the atmospheric perception can be
altered through the presence of windows, daylight, ceiling height, exposure to urban spaces,
exposure to the free etc. These architectural elements must be present in the exhibition spaces
to emphasize the varying perceptions.
As previously established, Tao Lytzen of PixlArt
mentions the importance of digital exhibitions
being present in order to have a high degree of
adaptation and variety, which assists in creating
a larger flow in visitors and allowing the visitors
to revisit more often. Tao further emphasized the
importance of creating an exhibition in varying
scale, as a large-scale photograph, e.g a real-sized man in war has a very different impact on the
emotional reception by the viewer, as compared
to a 10” screen would have. This implies that
both digital and analogue exhibition facilities
must be present in the museum.
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03

DESIGN
PROCESS
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INTRODUCTION

The design process will be structured in
five separate phases, of increasing detailing and knowledge based on the hermeneutic spiral. The phases are shifting at key
intervals of our process, be it a midterm
critique or an important counseling session. Initially, the design process is driven
through analogue sketching methods of
hand drawings, manifold, foam modelling
and basic cardboard pieces as functions
to move around and structure. Gradually
the design process becomes driven by digital sketching methods, simulations, and
calculations to validate certain design decisions.
The design process was initially driven by
investigating separate sections of the whole development, this could be volume studies, function placements, plan drawings,
etc. This was to test various aspects and
attain knowledge. This knowledge was
then ultimately synthesized into plan developments of increasing quality, ultimately ending in the finalized proposal.

DEBATTEN THE HOUSE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
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VOLUME STUDIES
3.1 PHASE 1
The design process' first step was to investigate shape and expression. This was
done through physical foam pieces on a
context model to investigate the relation
between the volume at our site, compared
to the Opera and the Edward Munch Museum.
The close proximity context consists of a
variety of typologies, and it was concluded, that the volume placed on our site
would not interfere with the rhythm of diversity, and through that, any building volume could be accepted in the context (see
page 26).
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Ill. 131

Ill. 132

Ill. 133
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Ill. 135
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PLACEMENT OF FUNCTIONS
3.1 PHASE 1
Working with a multitude of spaces and
how they connect, how people navigate,
the emotional journey, the spatial navigation, the viewpoints, and other aspects,
requires a certain structure in the spatial
connectivity (see page 74). To establish
this structure a sequence of varied connections between the internal rooms was formed from cardboard each piece reflecting
the area of the room.
This method can be form shaping but the
primary purpose was to gain knowledge of
how spaces should connect to establish a
senseful visitor experience.

Ill. 137

Sub-conclusion
The solution of connecting foyer, bookshop, restaurant, and information together
creates the possibility of opening the building after regular hours and expanding the
use time without the required attendance
at the exhibition area. The multi room/
blackbox in the center of the building
connects the entrance and the exhibition
and creates a central point from which all
functions revolve. Thereby a dynamic sequence of spaces and establishes a visitor
flow from which to navigate. The western
section of the building is open for exhibition in various sorts. The central multi room
creates a barrier that defines the activities,
so beyond that border the exhibition can
go wild in various directions, and the visitor will end back in known territory at the
entrance area.

Ill. 138

Ill. 139
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Ill. 140

Ill. 141

Ill. 142

Ill. 143

Ill. 144

Ill. 145
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INTIAL PLAN DRAWINGS
3.1 PHASE 1
The result of working with spatial connectivity and an initial building volume resulted in the attempt at constructing a plan
solution to work from. This plan solution
embodies the idea of having information, bookshop, vestibule, and restaurant
at the entrance area, so that the visitor
has multiple options when they enter the
building. The ground floor consists of the
mentioned functions, with the possibility
of going around the central multi room,
and entering the double height exhibition
area, which hosts a staircase that leads
to the first floor. The first floor is initially
a rather long hallway, that is intended to
work as an exhibition area as the visitor
moves throughout. The hallway’s final destination becomes an area with activity
rooms, workshop, and a small atrium to
look down into the foyer area. From here
the visitor can descend and enter the re-

staurant or exit the building. The northern
part of the first-floor hosts office spaces for
the administration sector of the House of
Photography.
The volume deviates from the rectangular
volume to establish an overhang towards
south, both granting shelter underneath
to facilitate outdoor seating for the restaurant, while also acting as a solar shading
element to the building, affecting the internal solar gain and glare.
Technical installations, such as ventilation
room, garbage disposal area, employee
facilities, storage for photographs and materials, and storage area for kitchen and
restaurant are all to be connected in a basement, as these functions add no value
to the visitor. The functions are therefore
moved to a separate elevation, to reduce
the overall size of the building, allowing for
additional urban development.
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THE STRUCTURAL GRID
3.1 PHASE 1
The constructive principle of the building
is built upon a grid, and multiple aspects
support the construction of a grid:
▫ Technical 1.4 in DGNB claims that technical installations must be flexible
and allow for quick adjustment based
upon the plan solution.
▫ Economics 2.1 in DGNB claims that the
building must be flexible and can be
repurposed at a later stage without large impact on the overall construction.
▫ DfD supports the notion of flexible
construction that allows for easy dismantlement in the event of moving the
building or repurposing the elements
at the end-of-life stage.
▫ The grid allows for flexible plan solutions, which allows the House of Photography to create the exhibition areas,
and tailor them to the specific setting
of a given exhibition thematic.
In terms of establishing the span of the
grid, the group performed a small cardboard box workshop. Cardboard boxes
were assembled and stacked to replica-

te the construction of a column grid with
various sizes from 2x2 meter to 8x8 meters. The purpose of this workshop was to
experience the phenomenological effect
the various dimensions have on flow and
visitor interaction. We attempted to move
past each other as couples, as singles, while one is enjoying art and moving behind
them, in an attempt to investigate multiple
aspects of grid dimensioning.

Sub-conclusion
The conclusion was that the sizing of 4x4
meters allowed for easy passing of two
couples, easy passage of a couple behind
one person perceiving the photographs,
the exhibition potential in between the
grid was good. The sizing further ensured
that the spacing of the columns would not
dominate the spatial experience. The material choice of the construction is wood,
based on DGNB environmental 1.1 and
1.3, as well as analyses within the branch
of timber construction, this also allows for
interesting joints and supporting DfD.
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4mx4m
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SUB-CONCLUSION
3.1 PHASE 1
The exhibition areas require full control of
the lighting to be optimal, and this guided
the design towards sheltering off from daylight and direct sunlight as these factors
vary during the day and year while also
being uncontrollable. This became a dilemma between creating the optimal conditions for the exhibition, and establishing
the transparency so dearly wished from
the House of Photography, but also the health-related benefits of human exposure to
sunlight.
From interviews with Tao Lytzen of PixlArt
in Østervrå, as well as supervision with
Zakaria Djebbara the notion of “The building must be the facilitator of art, not the
art piece itself.” arose, which means that
the functions of the programme come before the artistic aesthetic in the architectural expression.
The building at this point was with very
little contextual relation, which had to be
improved drastically as the building could
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be placed anywhere in the world and still
have the same impression and form. This
takes away from the genius loci and the
sense of placement.
The advice of the supervision was to investigate a certain architectural position or
style, as it might give indications to material, spatial sequencing and how to work
with light.
Clearly identify the problem statement
and the purpose of the visitor. This is to
further identify the building's placement
in society, and from this consideration, the
strong emphasis on educational aspects
of youths and elders alike was born.
These considerations above conclude
the first phase of the design process. The
phase provided strong knowledge on functional programming, phenomenological
presence of grids, volumes, and their initial sustainable potential, and provided
guidance as to which issues to address.

Ill. 167
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ATMOSPHERE PROGRAMMING
3.2 PHASE 2
First phase of the design process shows
that the museum hosts two major functions, activity, and contemplation. On one
hand, activity provides the functions that
encourage people to communicate and in-

teract. These functions are reflected in the
vestibule, the bookshop, the restaurant,
lounge areas and the activity rooms. The
contemplation aspects of the museum are
reflected in the exhibitions and the mul-
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Activity
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Sub-conclusion

ti room with its duality in exhibition and
educational properties through lectures
and presentations. The contemplation facilities act as catalysts for the social interaction in the activity areas. This connectivity
between the functions spawns the need for
an investigation in how to place the two in
accordance with each other. The following
connectivity shows the conditions at A10,
the smaller building, with the punctured
line reflecting a passageway through the
building. The building contains the exhibition area as contemplation, with café and
beach service area being the activity.

The structure selected at this point of the
process is the slightly fractured connectivity, as this facilitates many positions
of social interaction through the active
discussion or pondering on the various
contemplative art exhibitions. Multiple
theories also support the claim of having
the “empty rooms” or the pause areas in
between exhibition halls to ponder, process and reflect on the exhibition before
entering the next, allowing for improved
visitor experience and distinguishing between the perceived exhibitions.

Administration
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Activity room

Exhibtion
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Information
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VOLUME STUDIES
3.2 PHASE 2

Footprint: 2800 m²
Surface area: 5250 m²
Volume: 23,250 m³
SA/VOL: 0.223

Ill. 171

Footprint: 2800 m²
Surface area: 5200 m²
Volume: 21,000 m³
SA/VOL: 0.255

Ill. 172

Footprint: 1625 m²
Surface area: 5675 m²
Volume: 26,250 m³
SA/VOL: 0.21

Ill. 173

Footprint: 4600 m²
Surface area: 7170 m²
Volume: 31,450 m³
SA/VOL: 0.228

Ill. 174
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A volume study is initiated to investigate
the variations in room, volume, and their
contextual relevance.
The second volume study performed in
the design process, has the purpose of
establishing the initial sustainable potential of various typologies of the same gross
area. The initial sustainable potential is
based upon the material consumption of
the five facade elements, in consideration
to their internal volume. The facade area
and volume also largely impact temperature stability and the degree of fluctuation,
energy consumption and possibilities of
controlling the indoor environment.
This study covers a brief study in rectangular buildings, circular buildings, fractured
variations of both, tower typology, a mixed
typology, A-frame, and a variation of the
A-frame. A low surface to volume ratio is
preferred, as that will indicate a more efficient cohesion of the two.

Sub-conclusion

Footprint: 4600 m²
Surface area: 7650 m²
Volume: 31,205 m³
SA/VOL: 0.245

Ill. 175

Footprint: 3455 m²
Surface area: 7480 m²
Volume: 24,050 m³
SA/VOL: 0.312

Ill. 176

Footprint: 3515 m²
Surface area: 6235 m²
Volume: 19,720 m³
SA/VOL: 0.316

Ill. 177

Footprint: 2130 m²
Surface area: 5305 m²
Volume: 22,111 m³
SA/VOL: 0.24

Ill. 178

The building typologies have the same
gross area to be comparable. The surface
area and volume of the different proposals
vary, and the surface to volume ratio is
established to make the proposals comparable. From the ratio it becomes evident
that fractured design proposals are inferior
to more composed proposals. The shape
and orientation influence the usability
of the remaining site largely. The circular
proposals impose a large footprint on the
site and creates the internal atrium which
exposes people using them and separates
the urban development into fragments.
To create more connected urban developments, the circular shape should be placed
closer to, or in, the water, disturbing the
consideration of visual connection along
the facades. The rectangular proposal imposes low footprint on the site and supports the consideration of visual connection while also having the lowest surface
to volume ratio, and thereby becomes the
proposal with the best initial sustainable
potential.
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PLAN DRAWINGS
3.2 PHASE 2

Sub-conclusion

In this phase, the concept of developing a
tower typology was examined. The benefit
of the tower is that the spatial navigation
becomes clear and concise with vertically
stacked functions, and it becomes evident
that this is a solution friendly for the unfamiliar visitors. Vertical stacked functions
indicate that one floor hosts one overall
function, such as the activity rooms and
workshop, multi room and foyer, exhibition rooms, office spaces and restaurant.
Circulation is the main issue in this vertical
concept, with enforcing the requirement
of transporting visitors far up on stairs. The
excessive amount of circulation becomes
dominant in the plan as well as the facades. However, the closed facade element
of the office circulation core creates the
possibility of exterior projection on a wall
element, which has potential in terms of
supporting the character development of
the building. The tower typology was put
on hold, as the design process continued
working with the rectangular building typology.

The rectangular plan solution resembles
the one from phase 1, however, the multi room has been flipped to create spaces
north and south for functions. The eastern
part of the multi room contains a telescope tribune, technical room, and storage facilities, and the closed off walls are
then backdrop for the information and toilet facilities. The core principle of the multi room is full flexibility, and it is intended
that the walls on the ground floor can be
fully opened to allow light and multiple
entry points. The exhibition design surrounds the multi room, fulfilling the beads
on a string method, and establishing a
flow of exhibitions. The flow is branching
halfway through the exhibition, allowing
the visitor to go upstairs, following a hallway of art until a platform is reached. On
this platform the main purpose is experimental exhibition with the results of the
activity rooms and workshop showcased.
The northern section of first floor is offices.
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Ill. 182
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Ill. 184

ENTRANCE
3.2 PHASE 2
The entrance of the museum must be
identifiable from a distance, and easily
distinguished to provide adequate navigation for visitors. Various methods create
the easily distinguishable, however, they
vary in architectural expression, and must
relate itself to the facade in a sense that
rhythm and tact continues to create a holistic solution. The methods examined for
these design proposals consisted of additive and subtractive principles, of adding a
semi-transparent volume at the entrance
area, which creates external spaces on both
sides, providing the possibility of having
bicycle parking close, or having sheltered
occupational areas with varying purposes.
This method creates an easily distinguis-

hable entrance with little impact on the
internal plan solution. A second method
was to subtract material from the surface,
creating a syphoning effect that drags people into the interior space. This method
creates internal spaces on each side of the
entrance area, assisting in diving the space
into functional areas without establishing
solid walls or elevation shifts.

Sub-conclusion
Conclusively the decision befell on subtracting volume to create the internal divisions without the addition of solid walls.
The variation in the straight and rhythmic
facade creates an easily distinguishable
entrance.
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DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS
3.2 PHASE 2
The daylight was analyzed on the final proposal for phase 2, to investigate whether
there are any critical areas present, and to
investigate the overall daylight conditions.
The results from the analysis showed that
the exhibition areas were exposed to too
much daylight and direct sunlight. This
came from the transparent facade and simultaneously made it difficult to have a
controlled environment in the exhibition
in terms of lighting and atmosphere. The
analysis also showed that the office area

Daylight factor
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
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had acceptable daylight conditions, which
are 4-5% DF in the different offices. Because of the adequate daylight conditions in
the office, the same window dimension
could be implemented further in the design process, to be able to maintain the
daylight conditions. The daylight conditions in the exhibition areas showed that in
order to create a controlled environment,
less transparency in the facades is required.

SUB-CONCLUSION
3.2 PHASE 2
The second phase of the design process
enlightened the importance of implementing the “empty rooms” in between the
exhibitions to increase the visitor experience, while also allowing for degrees of
freedom in terms of flow. The importance
of an easily distinguishable entrance became evident, and it became distinguishable
by creating a change in the rhythm and
tact of the facade. The examination of the
tower typology indicated a potential in
projecting on a larger volume to allow visitors and people close by to quickly identify the purpose of the building, while also
being able to perceive art.

The most imminent problem to deal with
became evident after the midterm critique, where Lars Juul Thiis, partner of
CUBO Architects, and Lars Brorson Fich
commented on the contextual irrelevance
the building has. The next step of the design process is to examine the activation of
the fifth facade, as the building is relatively low compared to the close context, the
surrounding buildings provide views down
on the building, so the roof must become
activated and provide qualities to the House of Photography.
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THE FIRST PROPOSAL
3.3 PHASE 3
The second phase concluded that the building proposal lacked contextual relevance.
To activate the fifth facade, the southeastern corner of the roofscape sloped to
ground level, mimicking the mountainscape south of the building site. This proposal created a passage that leads people
up on the roof. However, this sudden implementation of a drastic incision created
interior spaces of inferior quality beneath

the slope. The surface also did not relate
itself to the interior function and could
have been placed on a factory, a shop, or
a power supply building with the same
relevance as for the House of Photography. Also, there is a fear that this secondary
function would end up being the primary
function of the building, as has been seen
with Henning Larsen’s Moesgaard museum. The identity of the House of Photo-
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graphy would quickly develop into “I think
it was that house down on the harbour
where you could walk on the roof” instead
of being a landmark for the cultural function it hosts. The overall idea of activating
the fifth facade as an urban space supports
DGNB criteria such as SOC 1.6, 2.1, and 2.2
regarding urban spaces and accessibility.
The plan of the first proposal was an at-

tempt at continuing the former plan from
phase 2, but the interior spaces lost their
value and this had to be addressed. Initially, the activity rooms were moved from
the southeast to the northwest, this created an atrium in which the main exhibition
was. The activity rooms however were too
far from the entrance and created disturbances in the balance of contemplation
and activity.
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THE SECOND PROPOSAL
3.3 PHASE 3
The design of the second roofscape rearranged functions by moving the entrance
point from the southeastern corner to the
southwestern corner, while also utilizing
the entire roof and transforming it into a
ramp-like form. The movement of the entrance point as well as easing the overall
shape of the roof was to underline that the
roof should be a secondary function, and
add value to the interior room below. The
slope from the ground enabled the idea
of lowering an exhibition space under floor level, thereby creating a room that was
more controlled in terms of lighting. The

activity rooms were moved to be along
the northern facade, close to the entrance, and together with the multiroom and
offices, enveloped an exhibition space. At
this point, the building no longer had any
functions on the first floor and was strictly
eye-level activities. This was done to allow
more freedom in the facade and create a
visual balance.
The rotation of the multiroom was done to
create a board on the roof, which together
with a tribune would create an outdoor
exhibition space to emphasize the character of photography.
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THE THIRD PROPOSAL
3.3 PHASE 3
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been changed from being solely a ramp
to have an entry point of stairs. This lowered the inclination of the roof and created a more harmonious experience of the
internal space. The plan shows that the
eastern part of the building contains many
functions that are deemed as activity-based, and constructed in such a way, that a
single curtain could be pulled to separate
the exhibition from the remaining of the
building during evening and out-of-business hours. However, the office space seemed irredeemably placed and disturbed
the balance of activity and contemplation.

Vestibule

The final proposal in phase 3 induced a
more clear line between activity and contemplation, with the adjustment of the
multiroom that now no longer at is an angle. In this proposal the activity rooms have
been placed towards the eastern facade.
The exhibition area would surround the
multiroom on three sides, thus creating
different exhibition potentials in towards
north, west, and south. The side towards
north is high to the ceiling with a lot of
exposure to the outside while the western
and southern being lower and more intimate with a higher degree of control of
lighting and ambiance. The roofscape has
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SUB-CONCLUSION
4.3 PHASE 3
The take-away potential of the final proposal in phase 3 is the knowledge gained
in flexible exhibition potential. The House
of Photography could decide to construct
an exhibition flow where the user would
get the tall and human-scale exhibitions
first and navigate toward intimacy and
contemplation, or the other way around.
Having human-scale exhibitions act as
shock effects since the boundary of distance is blurred and it has another kind of
impact on the emotional recipient (Lytzen,
2021). Furthermore, the process gave the
knowledge of how to create a separation
of contemplation and activity that brings
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quality to the user experience, and could
activate the multiroom in another way,
thus making it an active part of the exhibition area with flexible wall elements. The
tall exhibition exposed to the northern facade also becomes a point of interest for
the surrounding area as almost mimicking an electronic screen in the facade. The
exhibtions in the facade has the purpose of
exposing photography to the area, and in a
way communicating with the exhibition at
A10 that creates an oasis of exposure when
seated in the urban dock area between the
two sites.

Ill. 201
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A10 DETAILING
3.4 PHASE 4
The initial purpose of phase 4 was to create a visible relation between the building
at A11, and the building at A10. This was
to be done through the visual connection
generated by imitating that the roof geometry was cut from a singular whole. The
first concept generated in this phase was
a further development of the last proposal from phase 3. The same principle of
having stairs in the corner of the building,
to lead on to a simple landscape on the
roofs would become the backbone of the
proposal. However, there was a clear lack
of overall form relation between the buildings, and they seemed to be two very independent buildings.
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URBAN AREAS - A10
3.4 PHASE 4
In cohesion with this proposal, the urban
strategy of A10 was developed. The strategy contained planning of park areas,
outdoor exhibition, outdoor seating, and
outdoor fitness area. The idea of combining these slightly various activities with
an open interior exhibition was to allow
multiple types of people and generations
to meet and possibly engage in relations,
which is the core principle of social sustainability.
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ROOF LAYOUT
3.4 PHASE 4
The second proposal had to define a certain connection from the conceptual level.
It was visualized, that a slight curvature,
forming an arch, could be the founding
principle, if this volume was “cut” at two
places, thus making the viewer fill in the
blank when seeing the buildings in cohesion. The way the metaphoric arch became
feasible was through the clear constructive
principle that the two buildings would play
up against each other. The principle was
long continuous beams that would start
at ground level, and arch in over the building, becoming extremely visible elements
in the interior space and creating an overhang in the orientation of the opposing
building. The constructive principle would
also free the western and eastern facades
from any load-bearing assets, and create
an overall dynamic and visible direction
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for the two buildings. This will allow the
visitors to understand the relation of the
buildings through their plays. Having the
two opposing facades in A10 and A11 contain large-scale exhibitions would emphasize the character of the space in between
them, making it emanate photographic
exhibition. However, the large-scale construction spanning in one direction, in cohesion with the interior design of the exhibition on multiple levels under the same
roof, created a phenomenological relation
to a swimming hall or a sports arena. It was
deemed that the interior dynamics would
become a focal point rather than the actual exhibitions, thus failing in achieving the
primary purpose of this building, which is
to facilitate art, rather than becoming the
primary art.
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THE THIRD PROPOSAL
3.4 PHASE 4
The second proposal’s roof was very inaccessible, and the third proposal attempted
to structure a staircase as an accessway
once more. This time around, the staircase became double functioned from the
planning and contained primary access
paths and seating areas. The staircase thus
became an integrated bridge between the
urban strategies on the ground floor and
the urban activities on the roof. The seating areas on the staircase allowed for seating facilities in case an outdoor exhibition
or speech would occur on the event plaza
enveloped by the building. Creating the
balance between moving activities and seating with planned views became fundamental in establishing the roofs. A11 contained a seating area towards the north,
allowing for views towards A10 and the
opera, and seating towards the east with
a view to the Munch museum and Søren-

ga area. A11 contained seating to the west
with views to the beach, and seating to the
south with views to the exhibition at the
primary museum. The integrated seating
area in the roof could also alter the interior
room height in certain rooms, where the
room height didn’t have a need of being 8
meters, such as the activity rooms under
the eastern seating area on A11. The plan
was structured slightly differently in this
third proposal as opposed to the second
proposal, with the offices moved from the
northwestern corner to an elevated position above the restaurant at the extruded
southeastern corner. This created the harmonious separation of activity and contemplation sought after in phase 3, with
the information, bookshop, and meeting
area being the facilitating middle space
guiding visitors in the sought direction.
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DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS
3.4 PHASE 4
With the new placement of the offices, daylight analyses were made in order of investigating DGNB SOC 1.4 of visual comfort.
The office spaces were created with views
of the surrounding area and high-quality
daylight was sought. Furthermore, various
window openings influence the daylight
and indoor climate in terms of operative
temperatures and over temperatures. The
comfort ventilation is calculated for each
room and is undefined by the window
openings size, and the operative temperature shifts slightly during the variations.
The maximum temperature is the factor
influenced the most by the varieties in
window openings, and to combat the over
temperatures, a user-controlled external
solar shading will be implemented, which
also relates itself to DGNB SOC 1.4.2.
Comfort ventilation
Flow of air

As can be seen in proposal 2, 4, 5 and 6 of
the leader's office, the maximum temperature becomes much higher than the 26
degrees that the Danish Working Environment Authority recommends. The maximum temperatures are based on comfort
ventilation, and if the overtemperature
had to be eliminated by excessive ventilation, the airflow would have to change
from 1.05 l/sm² to 12.75 l/sm² which could
lead to draft and noise pollution. The implementation of user-controlled external
solar shading would lower the maximum
temperature from 36.97 degrees to 27.49
degrees, so only a slight increase in the
ventilation rate to 1.8 l/sm² would eliminate the remaining over temperatures (see
appendix 5).

Single
office

Leader
office

4-person
office

8-person
office

Meeting
room

0.102 m³/s

0.014 m³/s

0.021 m³/s

0.078 m³/s

0.05 m³/s
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Single
office

Leader
office

4-person
office

8-person
office

Meeting
room

Proposal 1

30.22 ᵒC

34.51 ᵒC

25.85 ᵒC

25.81 ᵒC

25.37 ᵒC

Proposal 2

31.13 ᵒC

36.97 ᵒC

26.60 ᵒC

26.55 ᵒC

25.97 ᵒC

Proposal 3

31.13 ᵒC

35.51 ᵒC

28.79 ᵒC

26.55 ᵒC

25.61 ᵒC

Proposal 4

31.13 ᵒC

36.97 ᵒC

28.79 ᵒC

27.28 ᵒC

25.97 ᵒC

Proposal 5

32.45 ᵒC

36.97 ᵒC

27.35 ᵒC

27.28 ᵒC

25.97 ᵒC

Proposal 6

29.29 ᵒC

36.97 ᵒC

27.35 ᵒC

27.28 ᵒC

25.97 ᵒC

Maximum
temperature
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Ill. 218

Daylight factor
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00

Proposal 1

Proposal 2

Proposal 3

Proposal 4

Proposal 5

Proposal 6

3.00
2.00
1.00
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Single
office

Leader
office

4-person
office

8-person
office

Meeting
room

Proposal 1

22.55 ᵒC

22.67 ᵒC

22.15 ᵒC

22.34 ᵒC

22.17 ᵒC

Proposal 2

22.65 ᵒC

22.89 ᵒC

22.14 ᵒC

22.33 ᵒC

22.25 ᵒC

Proposal 3

22.65 ᵒC

22.81 ᵒC

22.30 ᵒC

22.33 ᵒC

22.16 ᵒC

Proposal 4

22.65 ᵒC

22.89 ᵒC

22.30 ᵒC

22.31 ᵒC

22.25 ᵒC

Proposal 5

22.61 ᵒC

22.89 ᵒC

22.32 ᵒC

22.31 ᵒC

22.25 ᵒC

Proposal 6

22.47 ᵒC

22.89 ᵒC

22.32 ᵒC

22.31 ᵒC

22.25 ᵒC

Operative
temperature
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SUB-CONCLUSION
3.4 PHASE 4
The third proposal of the fourth design
phase showed the highest degree of potential in terms of establishing the harmonious relation between contemplation
and activity, while also establishing a functional user flow with direct pathways to
the desired destination. The constructive
system adds a dynamic presence within
the building, which still points inwards.
The potential of the activation of the roof
as urban space is high and can influence
the development of the outdoor urban
areas to a large degree. The backstage of
the restaurant was redesigned, and now
has the delivery of material on the ground
floor with direct access to the basement
storage facilities. However, the building
at A10 does not relate itself enough to the
building at A11. The building at A10 is long
and narrow and takes away from the idea
of having the buildings being cut from the
same block or at least form a somewhat
symmetrical geometry. The design process
requires the fifth phase to allow these buildings to have the connection they desire.
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Ill. 221
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BUILDING LAYOUT - A10
3.5 PHASE 5
To establish a more cohesive relation between the two building sites, the building
at A10 transformed from a singular narrow
building into two separate buildings. The
building volumes encompass a plaza in
between, thought to host exhibitions and
mimic the ambience of the amphitheater
enveloping the event plaza at A11. The internal functions of the two volumes determine their placement, with the southernmost volume hosting exhibition facilities,
standing in clear communication with the
exhibition area at A11. These two open facades envelop the urban water area in an
atmosphere of photographic exposure.
The northernmost building volume contains the beach service area, the wardrobes, and the café. These functions are
outgoing and oriented towards the people
arriving from the city through any of the
access roads.

Ill. 222
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Ill. 223

Ill. 224
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URBAN AREAS - A10
3.5 PHASE 5
The urban development at the A10 site can
be separated into two developments, the
ground based and the roof based. Fundamentally they serve two independent
functions. The ground based urban development serves the purpose of allowing
people of various backgrounds and groups
to meet in informal places and activities
thereby empowering the notion of social sustainability. These informal activities
include places such as outdoor recreational park areas, outdoor fitness areas, and
informal outdoor exhibitions. The exhibition is supposed to allow the purveyors

to comment on social issues and thereby
also introducing art at eye level as something that everyone can have an opinion on. Aside from the developed urban
areas in this project the municipality plans
on developing a beach in close proximity
thereby also including additional visitor
groups. The two volumes on A10 have
two staircases that lead people from the
ground floor up to the top of the rooftops.
The staircases have been designed as a variety of amphitheater scenes that envelop
the outdoor exhibition between the buildings.

Ill. 225
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Ill. 226

Ill. 227
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ROOF LAYOUT
3.5 PHASE 5
The urban developments on the roofscapes aim to contrast the hard surfaces on
the site and context. The roofscapes are
designed as staircases with integrated seating, and while on top of the roofs, the
possibility of descending into green areas
in connection with seating is present. The
purpose of introducing greenery and small
activities such as trampolines on the roofscapes is to avoid the notion of the roof

being an empty experience rather than
actually being considered as an urban development. The planar surfaces of the roof
also enable the continuation of the outdoor exhibition is an active asset in the strategy of urban development thereby also
enforcing the character of the museum
and allowing it to spread from the interior
of the building and leave its mark on the
outdoor areas.

Ill. 228

Ill. 229
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URBAN AREAS - A11
3.5 PHASE 5
The urban development on A11 reflects
the idea of largely maintaining the current
ground material of concrete. At the event
plaza in between the staircase leading
to the roof, and the restaurant, there will
be outdoor seating for the restaurant as
well as occasional outdoor exhibition or
speeches. South of the event plaza, social furniture with benches and organized
greenery create informal gathering places.
The southeastern section of the site will
introduce a grass area that slopes towards the fjord. Along the periphery south
and east of the site, wooden paths will be
established, creating a sloped accessway
to the docks on the fjord. The docks will
contain the possibilities of bathing and relaxing in the sun. The wooden path floats
on top of the water at the grassy area, encompassing a small lake. The bridge from
Sørenga connects to the developed wooden path and combines the accessways
into integrated parts of the urban development. The westernmost part of the site
presents a dock established for the local
kayak club and provides an opportunity

for hoisting and lowering kayaks along the
side of the dock. The seating area on the
staircases leading to the roof are organized
so that a view is granted to various urban
activities. Along the easternmost wooden
path is also a covered bicycle parking, providing a short distance to the primary entrance, or the stand-alone entrance to the
restaurant.

Ill. 230

Ill. 231
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FACADE DETAILING
3.5 PHASE 5
The envelopes are built with a facade cladding of Cedar veneer in modular elements.
This means that the windows in the office
spaces had to be shifted slightly to fit into
the modular discs. Also, a new daylight
analysis has been made to ensure the
daylight factor would not be reduced in
quality. It is estimated that by not altering
the size of the openings, and only shifting
them slightly in the plan, it is not required
to perform new operational- or maximum
temperature calculations.
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Daylight simulations indicate that the restaurant has an excessively high amount of
daylight. To face this issue, it was attempted to lower the glas area and replace the
subtracted amount by discs of solid envelope.
The internal space of the restaurant was
influenced largely by the proposals, the
one with discs replacing 50% of the glass
created a very dark 4000 mm gap to the
ceiling, which disturbed the harmonious
perception of this transparent space.

Ill. 232

Ill. 233

Ill. 234

Ill. 235

Ill. 236

Ill. 237

DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS
3.5 PHASE 5
Issues with excessive daylight in office
spaces and the activity rooms were apparent during the final stage of the design
proposal development. The office spaces
were excessively light with daylight factors
of 5-6% on the whole area, which is quite
higher than the recommended 3%. The
windows widths were altered from 1300
mm to 1000 mm, which in turn reduced
the overall daylight factor to 3-4%. The activity rooms had an average daylight factor
of 14% with the 8000 mm tall glass panel,

and by reducing this height to 4000 mm,
the daylight factor got reduced to 7%. The
implementation of the disc above the glass
panel created a possibility of external exhibition on the facade. Worth noting is, that
while 6% daylight factor is excessively high
in the context of a working environment,
7% in an activity room with varied activities and occupational time is not extreme,
since the issue with glaring occurs at approximately 1200 lux, which is equivalent
to 12% daylight factor.

Daylight factor
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
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SUB-CONCLUSION
3.5 PHASE 5
The proposal is in a state where all previous problems and issues have been solved. The building volumes at A10 and A11
are coherent in function and aesthetic.
The freedom in exhibition narrative is large
within A11 and A10, and the constructive
system supports freedom in technical installations and flexible plan solutions.
The urban development through the two
sites activates the previous industrial areas into gathering places for the community in Oslo, filled with the character of
the photographic museum. The harbour
front is activated into multiple functions
including bathing, kayaking, sunbathing,
a beach, outdoor fitness, outdoor exhibition, parks, and greenery in multiple stories.
This acts as a large area that connects people across generations and backgrounds
and introduces cultural purpose through a
photographic exhibition, which allows all
visitors to leave the area with a newfound
knowledge or perspective on a subject.
The enlightenment and knowledging people is a main focal point in the vision of
the project.
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DESIGN PROCESS SUB-CONCLUSION

Working with the design process through
five separate phases, where each reflecting
the newfound knowledge from the previous phase, supports the idea of a hermeneutic and iterative approach to the design
process. In general, the initial parts of the
design process were rough modeling and
sketching to identify a direction and create
an overview of possibilities in relation to
the context. While the later phases in the
design process required detailing and specific drawings to understand the usage of

the building by visitors as well as the staff.
Through the sketches and discussions in
the group attain new knowledge regarding
multiple aspects of the development such
as functional or aesthetical aspects. The
newfound knowledge becomes integrated
into the design process, which ultimately
becomes a building with a lot of thought
put into the functional planning and the
orientation and dimensions of various rooms.

Design
Synthesis
Design
Synthesis
Design
Synthesis
Design
Synthesis
Design
Ill. 240
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04

PRESENTATION
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Masterplan 1:1000
Ill. 241
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Building in relation with the context

Building in relation with the context
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Ill. 242

Ill. 243

Arrival at the museum by night

Ill. 244

Arrival from the Oslo Opera

Ill. 245
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PLAN DRAWINGS

The A10 buildings
Gross area
		720 m²
Net area
		682 m²

The A11 building
Gross area
		3865 m²
Net area
		3621 m²

C

C

Ill. 246

A10 plan drawing 1:500

A11 plan drawing 1:500
Basement
Ill. 247
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B
A

A

A11 plan drawing 1:500
Ground floor

A11 plan drawing 1:500
First floor

B
B

Ill. 248

B

Ill. 249
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THE CONCEPT

The overall concept derives from a single
volume, where the harbour and the roads
are subtracted. Following the reduction in
volume, the urban areas and event plazas
are shaved from the volume. The access
to the roof is established from the urban

areas, and a pavement indicator defines
the relation and coherence between the
plazas. Finally, volume is subtracted from
the roofs to establish seating facilities with
specified viewpoints.

1. One massive volume

2. The harbour is subtracted from the volume, dividing
the mass into two

3. The roads are subtracted from the mass

4. The urban areas are cut out of the two masses

5. Height differentiates and access to the roof is established

6. The event strip is created to establish a connection
between the two buildings

7. Mass is subtracted from the roofs to establish seating areas

8. Finalized concept diagram
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Ill. 250

The museum foyer

Ill. 251

The bookshop, activity rooms and workshop

Ill. 252
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CONTEMPLATION AREAS

The exhibition areas are defined as areas
of contemplation and are structured as
varied experiences. The exhibition area at
A10 is a covered exhibition area, with large openings in the facade. The strategy is
to develop suspended wall elements that
limit the lighting and create an area that
exhibits topics relevant to the context and
users. In this case, A10 is in close proximity
to a beach, and the visualizations present
topics of body positivity and showcase the
beauty of Oslo. This is thought to induce
an interest of photography for the viewer,

inviting them into the main museum and
main exhibition areas. The exhibition areas in A11 are thought to have large-scale
exhibitions towards the northern facade,
and smaller, analogue exhibitions in the
middle area. The visualizations show a
proposal of the comprehensive exhibition
with the coves directing people around
in the exhibition area. The last exhibition
area is a digital exhibition area with controllable conditions. The purpose of the
digital exhibition is to be convertible and
stay relevant.

A10 - Exhibition

Ill. 253

The digital exhibition

Ill. 254
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Transition between large-scale and medium-scale exhibition

The large-scale exhibition

Ill. 255

Ill. 256
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THE MULTIROOM AND BLACKBOX

The multiroom is the duality-based area
in the museum, which acts as contemplation or activity, based on the intended
purpose by the organizers. The diagrams
attached to these pages address various
purposes. Overall, the blackbox and multiroom potential lie in fulfilling the demands of enlightenment, entertainment,
and education. Through its intention, the

enlightenment element is an active asset to the exhibition with its retractable
walls and controlled environment. The
entertainment element in its duality of
the exhibition, lecture hall, workshop, and
movie exhibition. The education element
through its intention as a workshop and
lecture hall.

Ill. 257

Ill. 258
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Ill. 259

Ill. 260
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ZONE DETAILING

The project defines “zones” as two overall
categories; activity and contemplation.
The core goal was to create a harmonious relation between them. The primary
museum at A11 has a soft line drawn, that
distinguishes between activity and contemplation, in which the users of both facilities do not interfere with each other. The
multiroom becomes a duality since its function can be altered based on the intention, so the placement reflects its flexibility
in usage.
The buildings on A10 are equally separated into contemplation and activity. Activity is placed in the northernmost building,
which relates itself to the surrounding urban development, and provides various
social activities. The southernmost building contains an exhibition and is in direct
communication with the contemplation
zone on A10.

Ill. 261

Activity
Contemplation
Staff

Ill. 262
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Ill. 263

Restaurant Hvilet

Ill. 264

Restaurant Hvilet

Ill. 265
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FLOW DETAILING

The flow diagrams are structured through
various sections to differentiate between
them. The color of the lines represents the
perpetrator, with the dark blue suggesting
the movement of the visitor, while the light
green represents the movement of the
employees.
The urban flow charts indicate the arrival
points of the site visitors and suggest possible movement patterns to understand
the connectivity between the urban furniture, the exhibition, and how the roof inte-

grates into the urban movement between
levels.
The interior flow charts suggest a large
degree of flexibility and determination by
the visitor. The visitor is not forced to move
between destinations to arrive at the desired function. The exhibition area at A11
suggests a large degree of freedom in
terms of visiting the particular exhibitions
desired, while also presenting the possibility of investigating every exhibition in a
natural flow.

Ill. 266

Ill. 267
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Ill. 268

Ill. 269

Ill. 270
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ELEVATION DRAWINGS

A11 elevation drawing 1:500
North

Ill. 271

A11 elevation drawing 1:500
South

Ill. 272
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A11 elevation drawing 1:500
East

Ill. 273

A11 elevation drawing 1:500
West

Ill. 274
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A10 elevation drawing 1:500
North

Ill. 275

A10 elevation drawing 1:500
South

Ill. 276
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A10 elevation drawing 1:500
East

Ill. 277

A10 elevation drawing 1:500
West

Ill. 278
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SECTION DRAWINGS

10150 mm
8550 mm

4600
3650

A11 elevation drawing 1:500
AA

10150 mm
8550 mm

Ill. 279

4600
3650

A11 elevation drawing 1:500
BB
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Ill. 280

5000 mm

4000 mm

A10 section drawing 1:500
CC

Ill. 281

The staff area

Ill. 282
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URBAN AREAS

The urban areas designed in this project
consist of social benches which introduce greenery onto the site without perforating the existing site. The benches act as
resting places and are placed intertwined
with outdoor exhibitions to facilitate social interaction between various users. The
fitness area is a product of inviting alternate user groups to the site. Alongside the
benches, a peer has been designed which
leads people to the water surface and presents floating bathing docks and a kayak
dock.

Ill. 283
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A11 Urban area

Ill. 284

A10 Urban area

Ill. 285
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MATERIAL PALETTE

The material palette of the House of Photography is simple and minimalistic. The majority of the materials are natural materials
with low impact on the environment. The
natural materials have the aesthetic benefit of varying in its development, which
creates dynamic variations along a surface, as opposed to steel or basic concrete.

Pinewood - construction material
Pine is utilized frequently in the design
proposal. Due to its abundance in accessibility and mechanical properties, it is a
widely used wooden type to be implemented as the construction wood. The pine in
the project is therefore most present in the
beams and columns, as they are structured
from this material, and the suspended ceilings are made from pine veneer. As mentioned previously, in the study of wooden
materials, the lifespan of pine is anywhere
from 40 to 85 years when exposed to moisture, but in a dry and ventilated indoor
environment, the lifespan is expected to
exceed 100 years (træ.dk a, 2016).

Cedarwood - cladding
The facade cladding is composed of a
cedar veneer from the core part of the giant
Scandinavian branch of cedar. The Scandinavian branch is chosen due to both its accessibility and reduced transport time, but
also due to its climate adaptation during
its growth, which ensures longer lifespans
as the wood is hardened to the environment. As previously mentioned in the study of wooden materials, cedar contains
a high amount of phenol, which protects
the wood against rot and fungus. This also
ensures that the wood does not need treatment to maintain its long lifespan of 40
to 70 years.
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Clay Plaster - interior cladding
The interior walls in the museum are a
composition of wooden battens, woodfibre boards, and a natural clay finish. The
clay finish relieves the wall of the requirement of paint or treatments, while it is a
material that regulates and stabilizes the
humidity of the room. It’s considered to be
a healthy alternative to paint, as it is naturally pigmented and free of toxic ingredients, while also being fully compostable.
The light reflection properties of the material are equal to that of gypsum, and its natural softness aids in regulating acoustics
by absorbing up to 20% of the reverberation.

Linoleum - Interior flooring
Linoleum is a slightly soft material to use
as flooring, this increases the sound absorbance and reduces the reverberation time
and the impact sound. The material is also
chosen from its lifespan, ease of maintenance and cleaning, and neutral surface
that compliments the notion of putting the
exhibited material in focus.

Concrete - Foundation and basement
From a sustainable point of view, concrete
is inferior due to its emission and decomposition. However, it is the material most
suited and adaptable when designing
foundations and basement walls, due to
its mechanical strength, and the possibility of exposing it to high degrees of moisture without risking the mechanical strength.

Steel - Column foot
Steel is generally considered to be a poor
material in considerations of environmental impact, however, it is superior to concrete since the material can be repurposed
and melted into other forms and functions
with relatively low additional impact, thereby multiplying the lifespan of the material (Larsen, 2020). Steel is excellent as a

material that touches the ground and is
exposed to the environment. This is the
reason that steel is implemented as a footing for the wooden columns, to act as a
medium of transporting internal forces to
the ground, while prolonging the lifespan
of the wooden columns exposed to the
outdoor environment.

Wooden construction

Wooden cladding

Clay plaster

Linoleum flooring

Concrete foundation

Steel footing

Ill. 286
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THE SUPPORTING STRUCTURE

The constructive system is based on avoiding any supporting structure interfering
with the degree of freedom in the plan.
The construction is thus implemented in
the facade, with large spanning beams in
the ceiling. The columns are spaced 4 meters apart, and the double-spanning beam
deck fulfills the 4 by the 4-meter grid. Along
the periphery of the building are beams
ensuring stability against wind and horizontal forces. The sole supporting structure visible in the plan is the back wall for the
ventilation shaft. This supporting structure
allows the upper beam to be split, creating
a passageway for ventilation ducts to connect into the exhibition area (see appendix
3).

Upper layer of beams
Width: 300 mm
Height: 2000 mm
Material: GL30C
Calc. strength: 18.4 MPa
C/C: 4 meters
Span: 4 meter elements
Static check: 0.8 MPa < 18.4 MPa

Lower layer of beams
Width: 300 mm
Height: 1500 mm
Material: GL30C
Calc. strength: 18.4 MPa
C/C: 4 meters
Span: 30 meters, supported at ends
Static check: 16.9 MPa < 18.4 MPa

Columns
Central section width: 100 mm
Central section depth: 500 mm
Material: GL30c
Calc. strength: 13,3 MPa
C/C: 4 meters
Static check: 0,25 < 1
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1. Double spanning beams
2. CLT slab
3. Supporting columns
4. CLT discs
5. Concrete base

1

2

3

4

5
Ill. 287
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DESIGNING FOR DISASSEMBLY

The idea of designing for disassembly is to
avoid using glues and sealants, as these
solutions contaminate the material, reducing the efficiency of the end-of-life phase, as well as complicating disassembly.
By designing the building from an entire
mindset revolving around designing for
disassembly, the building becomes portable, allowing House of Photography to

relocate in 20 years if they so desire. This
is done by using dowels rather than glues
and utilizing the physical forces to tighten
the joints, thereby preventing displacements. In areas where dowels or section
interferences are not suitable, it is preferred to utilize steel and bolts, as this type
of joint does not contaminate the raw material.

1

2

3
1. Double spanning beams
2. Glass facade
3. supporing columns
4. Steel footing
4
Ill. 288
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1. Exhaust pipes
2. Cable tray
3. Double spanning beams
4. Batterns
5. Suspended ceiling
6. Exhaust filter
7. Light source

1

2

3

2

4

5

6

7
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DETAIL DRAWINGS
PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

Assembly of beams and columns
The columns are architecturally crafted
with transparency in mind, considering
the column is based on three discs with
a cavity in between. The width of the column is 500 mm in total, which allows the
300 mm wide beam to rest on top of the
middle disc, with the two peripheral discs
connecting to the sides of the beam, ensuring its gravitational stability. The beam
and column are fastened with dowels,
once again, avoiding the usage of sealant
or glue. The constructive system utilizes
peripheral beams to ensure spatial stability and ensures the columns don't fail and
break due to twisting.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

Connection of roof and stairs

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

The roof is constructed through a CLT-based system. The outer cladding is a cedar
veneer, with a ventilated cavity behind. After this, the structural system occurs, which
consists of two 60 mm CLT elements, enveloping 240 mm insulation. The interior
side of the insulation consists of a vapor
barrier, a 50 mm technical layer with strips.
Connected to this layer are the clay panels,
which function as the internal cladding.
The stairs are veneer sheets placed on periodic beams. The beams are perforating
the external cladding and ventilated cavity,
and are connected to the CLT layer. At the
bottom of the upper staircase at A11, the
plateau presents initial struggles with the
handling of rainwater, and to negate this, a
slit has been made along the periphery of
the plateau. The slit leads the rainwater to
the lower staircase, ultimately leading the
water down to the hard urban area, where
the natural inclination of the site leads the
rainwater towards the sea.
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Detail of roof 1:50

Ill. 290
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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

3

Detail of Column and beam 1:50

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

1. Envelope (see page 55, ill. 63)
2. Exhaust pipe
3. Suspended ceiling
4. Supporting column
5. Upper layer beam

4
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1. Supporting column
2. Steel footing
3. Linoleum floor
Floor heating
Ventilation inlet
EPS insulation
Concrete foundation

Assembly of column and floor

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

In between the three discs of glulam are
steel discs connected to a steel structure
going below the deck. The forces of the columns are large, and creates a huge internal momentum, and thereby enforcing an
eccentricity that can topple the columns.
To prevent the top element, the steel structures connect below the deck to a concrete
block, thereby negating the eccentricity to
ensure gravitational stability. In between
some columns are ventilation gratings,
providing the displacement ventilation
required in the interior spaces, to ensure
indoor comfort class II is upheld. A total of
14 grids shown are necessary for the exhibition space to ventilate adequately while
avoiding draft or noise pollution. The floor material is laminate flooring, which is
divided into elements and provides easy
access to the technical installations below,
while also connecting seamlessly. The heating system of the museum is quick altering ground heating, to ensure equal operational temperatures and removing visual
pollution in comparison to traditional radiators. Below the ground heating piping is
ventilation piping, providing airflow to the
ventilation gratings. Following the four-byfour meter grid are electrical cable trays
aside the ground heating pipes, providing
a large degree of freedom in terms of installing various exhibition elements.

1

2
3
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Detail of Column and floor 1:50

1

2

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

3
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Double-spanning beam ceiling
The purpose of the suspended ceiling elements is to relieve the visual impact of the
dimensions of the supporting structure,
as well as hosting integrated solutions
for lighting, electrical management, and
exhaust ventilation. The purpose of the
beams spanning from the west to east is
to take the initial load of the roof and relay it on the beams spanning from north to
south. This was done as a double-spanning
beam solution in order to install technical
amenities with a large degree of freedom
in terms of future implementations and altercations.

The beams connect seamlessly with a joint
created by cutting a section of material
away from the beam, and sliding the elements into each other, thereby effectively removing the requirement of a sealant
or glue to join the elements, supporting
the initial statement of DfD. The suspended ceiling connects to the grid by being
screwed into two strips connected to the
supporting beams. The suspended ceiling
contains a suspended lighting fixture, and
the gap is covered by a black felt, allowing the stack ventilation principle to lead
warm, polluted air into the cavity. Exhaust
armatures are placed regularly in the cavity, ensuring adequate change of air, to eliminate the polluted air.

Ill. 295
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ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS

From the analysis of the energy production and strategies of energy consumption,
it was stated that this project would aim
for the standard issue of BR18 energy consumption, meaning an energy frame of 41
kWh/m². The design process led to a building proposal containing a large amount
of glazing in the facades, and further investigation into the needs of the museum led
to natural ventilation being unpreferred
due to draft, influence on exhibition, and
the activation of the roofscape. This led to
the implementation of larger ventilation
aggregates to assist in increasing the airflow to reduce over temperatures without
exposing the exhibition area to pollution
or draft. The energy frame of the building
is, with danish primary energy factors, 72.8
kWh/m² for heating, cooling, and operational electricity. The building is heated
by two IDM Terra AL 60 MAX heat pumps,
which also manage to heat the domestic
hot water. The ventilation system manages to cool the building during the day
hours with volumes based on the carbon
dioxide production of people attending
the museum. A strategy of ventilating the

kWh/m²

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

building at nighttime to ensure a cool building from the beginning of the use time
ensures that no oven temperatures are
present in the building. The primary energy factor in Denmark should vary largely
from the primary energy factor in Norway.
As previously mentioned, 96% of the electricity generated in Norway comes from
water plants, where in Denmark, 60% of
the produced electricity includes the harvest, transport, and processing of coal, oil,
and gas. The primary energy factor of 1.9
means that the factories consume approximately 1.9 kWh to produce 1 kWh for the
consumer. In comparison to Norway, where they do not have primary energy factors,
this is high. Since Norway produces almost
all energy on renewable sources, and the
danish primary energy factor fell from 2.5
to 1.9 with the implementation of more renewable sources, it can be assumed that
if Norway had a primary energy factor, it
would be 1 or even far below that. With the
considerations of Norwegian standards in
comparison to the museum and the calculated consumption, the actual energy frame would be 38.3 kWh/m² if the primary
energy factor is 1, and even better results
going towards voluntary low energy building. However, 38.3 kWh/m² is within the
standard issue of 41 kWh/m² and is therefore deemed acceptable, when considering alternative primary energy factors (see
appendix 4).

1.9

1

Primary energy factor
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Key numbers kWh/m² pr year
Energyframe BR 18
Without addition
Addition for special conditions
41.2
0.0
Total energy requirement

Total energyframe
41.2
72.8

Energyframe low energy
Without addition
Addition for special conditions
33.0
0.0
Total energy requirement

Addition to energy requirement

Net requirement

Heat
E. for operation of building
Excessive heat in rooms

Room heating
Domestic hot water
Cooling

0.0
38.3
0.0

Total energyframe
33.0
72.8

Selected electricity requirements

Heat loss from installations

Lighting
Heating of rooms
Heating of DHW
Heat pump
Ventilators
Pumps
Cooling
Total energy consumption

Room heating
Domestic hot water

3.0
12.6
0.0
10.4
12.4
0.0
0.0
41.0

36.6
5.3
0.0

0.0
0.0

Output from special sources
Solar heat
Heat pumps
Solar cells
Wind mills

0.0
29.3
0.0
0.0
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INDOOR CLIMATE

The Danish Working Environment Authority (TDWEA) recommends different comfort
temperatures based on winter or summer.
During summer, the comfort temperature
is 23-26 degrees, while in winter it is 2023 degrees. The maximum temperature
calculations are performed during summer and ensure that the comfort temperaThermal comfort

tures are not exceeded when the external
solar shading is activated. The operational
temperatures are based on winter conditions and ensure that the thermal comfort
level is not exceeded either. In conclusion,
the thermal indoor climate adheres to the
recommendations of TDWEA.

Maximum temperatures

Operational temperatures

Single office

24.44 ᵒC

22.25 ᵒC

Leader office

24.91 ᵒC

22.89 ᵒC

4-man office

24.01 ᵒC

22.47 ᵒC

8-man office

24.02 ᵒC

22.31 ᵒC

Meeting room

23.66 ᵒC

22.32 ᵒC
Ill. 298

TDWEA describes atmospheric comfort as
being the movement of air pollutants, avoiding the draft, and ensuring a low energy
consumption of the task. The comfort ventilation Is based on sensoric loads to ensure a healthy working environment, and
this air change rate further supports, that
the stationary balance of carbon dioxide is
achieved far below the limit of indoor comCarbon dioxide
concentration

fort class II. The inlets are placed on the floor along the façade and are dimensioned
to an extend that ensures draft is not happening. In conclusion, the atmospheric
comfort of the office spaces all adhere to
the requirements of indoor comfort class
II, while also satisfying the requirements of
TDWEA

Stationary balance

Airflow

Single office

719.1 ppm

1.43 l/sm²

Leader office

597.4 ppm

1.07 l/sm²

4-man office

772.2 ppm

1.67 l/sm²

8-man office

763.7 ppm

1.62 l/sm²

Meeting room

887.2 ppm

2.62 l/sm²
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In accordance with TDWEA as previously
described, the office spaces must adhere to the reverberation sound limit of 0.8s
in any given frequency, and this has been
sustained without the implementation of
additional sound-absorbing elements in
the office spaces. Furthermore, is there a
requirement of having a floor with low im-

pact sound, which the laminate flooring
handles. There is a requirement of establishing meeting areas in informal processes outside the office spaces, which the
common area handles. In conclusion, the
acoustic indoor climate adheres recommendations of TDWEA.

Reverberation time

125 Hz

250 Hz

500 Hz

1000 Hz

2000 Hz

4000 Hz

Single office

0.28 s

0.31 s

0.42 s

0.37 s

0.57 s

0.54 s

Leader office

0.35 s

0.42 s

0.58 s

0.49 s

0.69 s

0.64 s

4-man office

0.35 s

0.38 s

0.50 s

0.43 s

0.58 s

0.55 s

8-man office

0.48 s

0.51 s

0.65 s

0.50 s

0.63 s

0.59 s

Meeting room

0.34 s

0.36 s

0.43 s

0.37 s

0.46 s

0.44 s
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TDWEA recommends a 2% daylight factor
on the working table. To extend that requirement, DGNB provides the highest score
when achieving 3% daylight at 50% of the
area. The daylight simulations are done by
Velux Daylight Visualizer and are prone to
inaccuracies. However, the estimated result indicates a certain frame of reference.
The offices all adhere to the requirements
of both DGNB and TDWEA. Furthermore,
TDWEA requires that there is a minimum of
7m² per employee in the given room, while
Daylight factor

also maintaining 12m³ air per employee.
The most critical room is the 4-man office
with 8.3% daylight at 50% of the working
area. This indicates too much light, but the
same simulation shows the inconveniences of developing narrow and long spaces.
The narrow room requires a large window
opening to ensure the back of the room is
naturally lit. The overall large dimensions
on the windows are to ensure a certain degree of daylight can enter the central room
(see appendix 5).

Average daylight

Average daylight at 50 % area

Single office

3.5 %

5.5%

Leader office

4.0 %

5.5 %

4-man office

4.4 %

8.3 %

8-man office

2.2 %

3.0 %

Meeting room

2.3 %

3.3 %
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DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS

The daylight factors indicate certain
lighting conditions in the various spaces. The narrative thought to guide the
visitors in a subconscious journey is one
of the three-act structures, contextually
known as the “home-out-home” principle. The journey begins for the visitors in a
slightly lit area, traveling through passages
and getting glimpses of the light from the
northern facade in between the exhibition
walls. The western facade contains large
glass panels and acts as beacons along
the journey, creating a path for the visitor
to follow until they reach the unknown in
the central exhibition space. The central
exhibition space is a controlled space with
less than 1% daylight, this represents the
chaos of the three-act structure, and this
is where the visitor is faced with the dilemmas and subjects the exhibition revolves
around, and finally, along the southern
part of the multiroom, the visitor finishes
their journey in bright light, having attained new knowledge and evolved from
their previous person. The visitor then
comes home to the same area the journey
began in, allowing for contemplation and
consideration within the restaurant, the
book shop, or within the urban area.
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Spatial dimensions and their influence on glass panel sizing
A building with a depth of 30 meters brings
with it some challenges in terms of creating favorable daylight conditions in the
middle. In this case, the book shop and information required the facades to contain
large glass panels to create an adequate
daylight factor of 2%. In addition to this,
the transparency of the project is increased with the increased glass area. The daylight factor along the northern facade is
immensely large at 17% according to Velux
Daylight Visualizer, but the northern light
is diffuse, and will therefore never create a
glare.

Ill. 302

Ill. 303
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VENTILATION

The ventilation principle is that of displacement ventilation, with stack buoyancy as
its driving force. The cool inlet air enters
the room through spaced openings in the
floor along the facade. The temperature of
the air influences the density, making the
cool air heavier, and thereby forces existing
warmer air to rise towards the buoyant
zone. The inlet air mixes with existing air at
the occupational zone, decreasing the pollution of the space and thereby increasing
the atmospheric comfort.
The inlet armatures have piping running in
the upper layer of EPS insulation. The pipes are connected to displacement boxes,
which in turn are connected to the primary
piping, which is connected to the ventilation shaft in the southern section of the
building. The exhaust armatures are placed in the double-spanning beam layer at
the roof. They must be here in order to efficiently utilize buoyancy.
The inlet is dimensioned from recommendations of the producer, Nilfisk, to avoid
the draft in the occupational zone with the
required air change.

Mixing zone

Occupational zone

Ill. 304
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FIRE STRATEGY

The construction system is solely built from
wooden elements. The external forces required the material to be Glulam with 30
MPa strength. The benefit of having glulam
in contrast to regular construction wood is
that the residue used to bind the elements
together increases the fire resistance of
the material to a R60 certification, which
is adequate to be qualified as a category 2
approved material.
Wooden elements as dense as CLT and
Glulam also provide an internal fire resistance due to the char layer generated
when exposed to fire. The outer section
of the material will char to a degree that
prevents fire and heat from penetrating
further. To consider this, the section has

been corrugated with a factor that reduces
the section by 30%, so that even in a fire
present for 60 minutes, the construction
will not fail.
In addition to the proofing of the material,
all areas of passage are a minimum of 1.3
meters wide in accordance with the danish
building regulation, as well as having openings in the facade with an opening width
of a minimum of 1.5 meters.
The building will not be sprinkled due to
the fire resistance of the materials, but
rather have an ABA (automatisk brandalarmerings anlæg) installed, which contacts
the local fire department and provides
plans and strategies to be implemented in
order to extinguish the fire.

Residual cross-section for load
capacity calculations

Assumed zero-strength layer for
load calculations

Char layer

Original section
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DGNB CERTIFICATION

As a stable of sustainable development,
the DGNB certification is considered one
of the most esteemed in Denmark. As an
introduction to this project development,
the structure of DGNB was explained,
alongside a goal of achieving silver certification as a minimum. In order to score
the developed proposal, a certain set of
sub-criteria defined by each of the six major topics has to be met and evaluated.
The points have been awarded based on
discussions within the sub-categories of
DGNB, and since some categories are impossible to get points in without actually
developing foreman strategies, a potential
score is also provided. The discussions and
scoring led to a combined score of 56.49
%, with the individual subjects scoring:
Environmental		
56.86%
Economy		 51.81%
Social			66.32%
Technical		 65.50%
Process		 21.68%
Site 			70.00%
And a potential score of 70.37% with especially the process being a huge difference
in the finalized certification.
In conclusion, the intensively low process
scoring makes it unable to get a certification at all. However, the remaining indicators suggest that the building is well suited
for a silver certification at the current state.
The silver certification requires an overall
score of 50% with 35% in each sub-category. Furthermore, under the circumstance
that the building has to be built, the potential capabilities of the building indicate
a low gold certificate. Assumably the building will have the sustainable potential
of somewhere in between silver and gold
certificates.
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DGNB heart certification
A new parameter in DGNB 2020 is the heart certification which indicates a certain
indoor climate condition based on regular
DGNB validations. This contains an expanded focus on air quality, acoustics, visual
conditions, and thermal indoor climate.
The users of the building must be in focus
with the possibility of manual control on
the many facets of indoor climate. With the
DGNB heart certificate, the building proves
its robustness.
After attempted contact with the headquarters of DGNB Denmark, the verdict was
that the student matrix has not been updated to 2020 standards with the DGNB heart
certificate, and they were not permitted to
send me a copy of the matrix developed
for DGNB consultants. However unfortunate the situation is, the DGNB heart could
not be certified (see appendix 6).
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LCA RESULTS

To validate the environmental profile of
the building, a thorough LCA has been
converged for the entire building including
operational factors. This building is then
put against the reference values of DGNB
to identify a score in terms of certifying the
building with DGNB.
The reference values of DGNB are quite
high, as the exemplary building in LCAbyg, which is an office building filled to the
brim with concrete, mineral wool, bricks,
and steel, can score what is equal to 40-50
points in the DGNB criteria. The House of
Photography building largely consists of
wooden elements through cladding, insulation, construction, and joints. The wooden element will, in contrast to the hard
elements of the exemplary building, store
carbon dioxide during its growth as mentioned previously in the report. This indicates that the GWP of the House of Photography will be significantly lower, and the
remaining factors reflect the reduced impact wood has on the environment.
The museum
Reference

100 %
80 %
60 %
40 %
20 %
0%
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OP

POCP

AP

EP

PEnr

PEtot
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10

50

100

Weight

Points

GWP

1.4 R_GWP

1 R_GWP

0.7 R_GWP

40%

40

ODP

10 R_ODP

1 R_ODP

0.7 R_ODP

15%

10.9

POCP

2 R_POCP

1 R_POCP

0.7 R_POCP

15%

15

AP

1.7 R_AP

1 R_AP

0.7 R_AP

15%

15

EP

2 R_EP

1 R_EP

0.7 R_EP

15%

15

Indicator point
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Unit

The museum

Reference

GWP

Kg CO2eq

7.65

100

ODP

Kg CFC11-eq

86.33

100

POCP

Kg ethene-eq

10.1

100

AP

Kg SO2eq

6.95

100

EP

kg PO4³-eq

7.45

100

PEnr

Kg Sb-eq

10.57

100

PEtot

MJ

8.41

100

Indicator
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Total DGNB 2.1 score
95.9
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05

RECAPITULATION
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CONCLUSION

The project finds footing in the notion of
widespread cultural influence on society.
The building emanates debate, discussion, and socially relevant topics in its function as well as its architecture, and in a low
and wide expression, blurs the membrane
of envelopes and creates the possibility of
social interaction from internal- to exterior
spaces.
The vision of the project revolved largely
around challenging the elitary perception
of the museum as an institution. The designed project faces this notion by bringing
art, exhibition, and opinions into eye level
and includes a large variety of user groups.
Transparency is a key descriptive additive
for the building, which is contrary to the
traditional museum typology, but assists
in creating social interaction and altering
the elitary perception.
The structural layout of the buildings ensures a high degree of future flexibility in
terms of repurposing the building, and
the strategies of designing for disassembly
further allows for future dismantlement
and resettlement. The large constructive
spans influence the spatial interpretation
and create a resolute harmony and sense
of stability.

The museum is functionally organized in a
way that allows for enlightenment, entertainment, and education of multiple user
groups through workshops, activity rooms,
lectures, and exposure to exhibitions and
discussions. The educational benefit is
thought to teach the visitors to be critical
when exposed to media, as well as enlightening visitors of socially relevant topics
on a human scale. The ceiling height in the
exhibition spaces allows for large-scale
prints which influence the way art is perceived and interpreted.
Conclusively, sustainability is a primary
driver in terms of material choices and technical strategies that depend on Norway’s
renewable energy production. This led to
reduced envelope thickness and overall
reduced material consumption in combination with increased operational electricity consumed. This in turn meant that the
danish energy frame would not be upheld.
However, in a Norwegian context, the chosen strategies are justified.
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REFLECTION

Covid-19 and its influence

Scale and contextual relation

During the development of this master’s
thesis, the world is facing the pandemic of
Covid-19. This in turn massively influenced
the way the project could be developed,
through its limitations in terms of physical attendance, analogue communication through modeling, and manifold and
physical supervision. In addition to the micro-scale influence on the design process,
the macro scale was largely influenced as
well. Our project site is in Oslo, Norway,
which has been off-limits since the beginning of the project, which means that the
developed project bears the mark of us
not being able to make on-site analyses
and sketches. The atmosphere of a place,
identifying the genius loci, and standing
there in the middle of the context usually
add immense value to the conceptual development. In this case, the atmospheric
and phenomenological explorations had
to be substituted with cartographic and 3D
digital explorations.

The programmed scale of the museum
induced some difficulties in terms of establishing a contextual relation with the
pylons of cultural significance in close
proximity. The Oslo Opera and the Edward
Munch museum reach heights of 42 and 55
meters respectively and areas consisting
of 38,500 and 26,300 m² respectively. To
construct an additional cultural element
into this context, with a building programmed at 10 meters height and 4000 m² area,
required alternative design strategies. The
sheer difference in scale made us consider
that the contextual relation had to be one
of building low and wide and activating the
roofscapes to be focus points that communicate with the surrounding buildings.
The building had to get its character and
status from something that wasn’t based
on height.

Transparency
The competition material and the vision
of the organization require a large degree
of transparency in the building. This includes the exhibition halls and activity rooms.
This demand led to a design process led
by compromises. The ideal exhibition space requires fully controllable conditions in
terms of acoustics, light, and temperature,
and the implementation of large amounts
of glass to satisfy the demand for transparency led to uncontrollable parameters.
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